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Dual-Purpose Cattle.
There will always be specialists in
«team en
machinery,
MiauhK
and tool*, dairying and specialist» in beef making,
•iues, mlli work, spool machinery made ani
drills
and there ought to be. As a mau likes
*u'-et rews, taps, .lie-. andand
threshing ma·
"*>«ΐηκ, mowing
-. ualrvl
dairying and his surroundings are speall
of
kinds,
presses,
«uns,
plstimes, pumps
etc., neatl* and promptly rv- cially suited to that line of work, or if
ιο *, talves, traps,
steam and water piping done to order. his tastes lead him to beef cattle and
i.re l.
his surroundings are favorable for special attention in that particular line of
d. park,
4 lbkrt
effort, either and both are all right in
Lioensed Auctioneer,
their chosen specialty. But in a furMAINE.
ther consideration of the claim set up
5.»l'TIl PARIS,
in the Parmer a few weeks ago that inΤ.τιη» Moderate.
asmuch as beef consumption and the
A PARKER,
use of milk go together among the people, the claim gains strength, the more
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
it is examined, that the two should be
MAINE.
Kl MKOKL) FALLS,
produced in juxtaposition, and that the
A Spécial Collection Department.
condition of making the milk in
Ralph T. Parkej present
ueor<e l>. Btsoee,
the East, and furnishing the beef from
the West, will not, cannot and should
/I L. BUCK,
not continue indefinitely.
Cows and milk are as necessary to the
Surgeon Dentist,
MAINE.
beef-producing industry as to sale milk,
SOUTH PARIS.
butter and cheese. A movement has
Alt my best work warrante·).
been started to develop and bring to
public notice the milking properties of
H. P. JONES,
the Shorthorn breed of cows. Every one
familiar with the cattle industry knows
Dentist,
that the Shorthorn cattle first introduced into this country were liberal
MAINE.
NORWAY,
milkers. This was especially true of
Offlte Hours—9 to 14—1 to 4.
those brought into this state. Among
them were many cows, of different
r. SMITH.
liues of breeding, that under the then
indifferent attention directed to milk
Attorney at Law,
production, gave yields of milk and
MAINE.
NORWAY,
cream in amounts that would do credit
a
Collections
ty
Special
Hurne Block.
to the special milking breeds of the
present time. At the same time, the
Λ PABK.
offspring of these cows were noted for
rapid growth and readily fatting tendAttorneys at Law,
ency. In their dual capacity of milk
MAINE.
Bf.THEL,
and meat this Shorthorn stock was
KUery C. Park.
Addlaon K. Herrlck.
eminently profitable in the hands of our
farmers.
S. HARLOW,
The American Shorthorn Association,
recognizing that this milking trait still
Attorney at Law,
exists in the breed, has entered upon
MAINE.
D1XP1ELD,
efforts to encourage and bring out to
public attention this dual capacity of
RIO Η Τ Λ WHEELER,
the breed. The results of the Columbian and St. Louis Exposition dairy
leave uo room to doubt the excelAttorneys and Counsellors at Law, tests
lence of selected animals of the breed
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
as
dairy cows. The Nebraska ShortAlton C. Wheeler.
James S. Wrlifht.
horn Breeders' Association heartily endorsed the movement at its recent annual meeting by passing the following
resolutions:
Whereas, The Nebraska Shorthorn
Breeders' Association believe that the
Me.
14 Main St.,
natural function of the Shorthorn breed is
to be a true dual-purpose cow, profitable
at the pail ami producing at tùe saine
time calves of high order of excellence
for the feed-lot;
Resolved, That we do heartily endorse
the movement to re-establish on a sound
footing the milking habit of tho Shorthorn cow and commend all the efforts
All Kinds of Pipe Repairing, Lead of our members to prove the value of
her milking character by actual perand Iron.
formance and test.
Kesolved, That the thanks of the NeTcli|>koac 134-11.
braska Shorthorn breeders be extended
to the American Association for the
wise steps it has taken to give recognition to milking cattle and greater facilPeeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemfor their importation.
luck and Poplar, delivered on cars at ity
Our uews columns note the frequent
any R. R. Station from Pownal to Kethel, introduction of
breeding animals of this
the coming year.
blood into this state, and at all times
E. W. PES LEV, West Paris.
with the dual purpose of milk with meat
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
in view. From what is thus seen a conMay 30, 1904.
siderable increase of this kind of stock
among us may soon be looked for. So
long as the milkiug Shorthorn is the
and
type sought, this presages no falling off
All the apparatus for thawing of dairy interest, but rather an increase
in connection with
con- of meat-making
Milk and meat is a combinadairying.
team.
for
No
nection.
charge
tion that has many farmers in its supXj. M. Longloy,
port.—Maine Farmer.
'urer
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The Cultivation of Corn.
The increased interest of the farmers
in the cultivation of corn is evidence
HOLLISTCRS
that they have awakened or at least are
awakening to the fact that their financial
A Ε aiy M*lieins for Buy People.
well being is at stake thereon.
The year 1905 was a prosperous season
Brings Ooiica Health tad Renewed Vigor.
A snecltlc Γ·>γ C instigation. Indirection. LWe
In this vicinity for those farmers who
and Kidney Troubles. Pimples. Eczema, Impure
their trust in the cereal, either of
blood. lu Breath. Slugg'sh Bowels. Headaoh·· put
uri.l Bai kac!i\ It's Rocky Mountain Ten in tab- the field variety or sweet corn for the
G<*nuin·· made by
!-t form, ST. cent·· a box.
canning company. Many of the farmlioli.ierca Dk"<j Company, Madison. Wis.
ers in this town realized as high as from
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR ?ALLOW PEOPLE tifty to seventy-tive dollars per acre for
their sweet corn, and those who put
their faith in the common held or old
fashioned yellow corn were well satisfied with the result, the returns for the
labor and expenditure for fertilizers being in nearly every instance satisfactory.
While sweet corn for canning may in
!n all its étape· there
some instances be more remunerative so
•liuuid be cleauuueefc
far as cash receipts at the harvest are to
El)'» Cream Balm
be considered, there are very many and
cI<MU.«ee, soothes and lieala
among them some of the best and most
•.Le diseased membraae.
progressive agriculturists that think that
It cures catarrh and drive·
there are some points of vantage in
sway s cold in the head
favor of the field corn. And among
quickly.
Cream Γ. -.liu is placed Into the nostrils, spreads those considerations in favor of yellow
be enumerated the
or field corn may
over tbe tuembrane and ia absorbed. ReliaflaiiuluMliuieaiul a cure follows. It 1· not drying—dot» greater susceptibility of sweet corn to
Such as sweet corn
n«t produce sneezing. Large Sise, SO eents at Drug- adverse conditions.
being less hardy and more likely to be
get·» or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cent· by maiL
affected by climatic soil conditions,
ELY U HOT UΕKS, M Warren Street. Mew York
such as too much wet and cold at Jhe
time of planting and excessive heat
and drought later onin the season. The
stover from sweet corn can be cut up
while it is green and put in the silo which
is an item in its favor.
Some excellent farmers among whom
•t may be said are some sharp thinkers,
Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.
believe that by far the most potent consideration in favor of held corn and
against sweet corn is its excessive draft
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[COXTITCID.]
Ten paws la front of lier α gap In tbe
shrubbery where tall trees rose left η
small radiant urea of illumination like
that of a limelight in a theater, its brilliancy intensified by the dark foliage
behind. It was open to view only from
the heiH'h by which she stood, and appearcd. indeed, like the stage of a little
theater, a stage occupied by a bizarre
figure. For. in the center of this shining patch, with the light strong on hie
face, was standing a fair haired young
man dressed in a yellow coat, a scarlet

hands.

Τ

to the acre to its

softly,
pleading,
away!"

cial

whisper

be said,

"Ab, don't go

Some Dairy Wrinkles.
In trutb she could not go. She bad
A curry comb, each as you use for
been too vitally stirred. Sbe began to
the horses, and good stiff brush, in the
and sank back upbands of a man that has the grit and tremble excessively
bim away with
patience to use them, are worth lots of on the beneb, motioning
good feed at this time of the year. vague gestures of ber shaking bands.
Does the cows good and make· them
This was more than the Incroyable
look good, too.
had couuted upon and far from his deHang your «hovel up on a good hook. sires. He started forward, with an exDon't stand it up against a poat or the
clamation.
side of the barn to be knooked down
"Don't come near!" sbe gasped.
into the filth.
When you milk in the stable, have a "Who are you? Go away!"
"Give me oue second to explain." he
shelf, if it be nothing more than a box,
It is not begin, but with the instant reassurto set the pails of milk on.
cleanly nor the sign of a good farmer to ance of this beginning sbe cut bim off
let the pails stand on the floor.
short, ber fears dispelled by his comHustle the pails out of the stable as
displaced
Milk is monplace. Nay, indignation
soon as you can after milking.
tbc:u so quickly that she fairly flashed
just like a sponge when it comes to
lier full height.
taking in foul smells. These are what up before him to
"You did not come in by the gate!"
spoil milk and butter.
Don't think you are cheating some- she cried. "What do you mean by
body else when you let the milk pails coming here iu that dress? What right

and use them in the
without washing. You are
cheating nobody but your own self, and
Don't forare surely cheating yourself.
get that.
Get the cows in just the minute a cold
Tou may have feed to
storm comes up.
burn warming up cold and wet cows, I
haven't and few farmers that I know of
have.
When a man or woman down town
tells me that the butter I bring him is a
"little off," I know that it is time for
me fo hustle around and do better, or I
will be out of a customer pretty soon.
Straws show what way the wind blows.
—E. L. Vincent in Turf, Farm and
Home.

night

Cooked

very
tirst mowing and a satisfactory second
crop, and continued this yield but little
if any diminished for four successive
the
years. After harvesting the hay
tifth year, the crop being somewhat
diminished in quantity I plowed it and
fertilized it as before, and planted sweet
corn thereon, and after taking off the
crop I seeded it as I had after the field
corn; the condition of the soil was if anything better than when planted to yel-

low corn.
The maximum crop for the three sea
sons that I mowed it was not over one
and one-half tons. The seasons perhaps might not have been as favorable
But the
in the former experiment.
foregoing aud subsequent trials convinced me of the truth of the greater exhaustive nature of sweet corn.
The merits yf sweet corn may be
classified as follows: Greater money
value of crops under favorable conditions and of yellow corn to withstanding more adverse conditions and also
leaving the land in much better condition for subsequent crops.—Cor. in
Turf, Farm and Home.

corn

gives better results than

soaked corn for sheep, owing to the
better secretion of saliva in eating the
dry grain. Oats prove a* satisfactory
ration when given to fattening lambs,
bat it requires about twenty-five per
cent more oata than corn for a given
gain. It requires about twice u much
Roots should
corn aa bran for lambs.
be fed in combination with grain. A
ration of equal parts oorn and oats or
two parts oata to one of corn, fed with
roota, is an economical ration for fattening lamba.—Turf, Farm and Home.

nation.

Ile stood dumfouuded, poor comedian,
having come to play the chief role, but
to llud the scene taken out of his

"Our farmers are doing well with the
end of the proposition, but they
could do still more by growing more of
their grain and provision for the stock.
Mo one has yet been able to convince
me that our Maine farmers cannot pro■>
duce beef
profitably. I understand >■
there are a number of fine Hereford
come near!" h)ic gasped.
"Don't
herds in Aroostook county and that
beef production is meeting with con- coolly selecting Lis best tone; and It besiderable success. I believe this branch came only sweeter when, even more
L)f live stock husbandry can be greatly
of almost cruin a genii

stand all

uiust offer so tame an explaWhat he said was palpably
the truth. There was a masquerade
that night, she knew, at the Madrlllons'. a little way up Carewe street,
and her father had gone an hour earlier. a blue domlnb over his arm.
The incroyable was a person of almost magical perceptlvenees. He felt
the let-down Immediately and feared
Tills would not do. The ata failure.
titude of tension between them must

parition

"1 cannot listen," she said tirinly, and
with a whisk of her skirts and a footfall on the gravel path she was gone.

dairying

morning

or

have you in my garden?"
"Just one word," he begged quickly,
but very gently. "You'a allow a street
beggar that much!"
Slie stood before bim panting and, as
be thought, glorious in her flush of
yoiuh and anger. Tom Vanrevel had
painted her incoherently, but richly
in spite of that, his whole heart Lelng
in the portrait, aud Crailey Gray had
smiled at what he deemed the exag-

geration of an ordinarily unimpressionable man who had fallen lu love
"at flrst sight," yet iu the presence of
the reality the lucroytible decided that

Tom's colors had been gray and humble.
"If you have anything to say for
yourself, say it quickly!" said Miss

stock is not a wise policy.
favorite—si» that I stood afterward In
However, we turn about and consider α sort of trance, only hearing again in
the question from another viewpoint.
the silence 'The stolen heart, like the
Every feeder knows that there are times
will bloom but for a
when a mess of cooked food is just what gathered rose,
A hone, for in- day!' I did not see you until you came
an animal requires.
stance, is immensely. benefited by a to the bench. You must believe me.
weekly or semi-weekly bran masb. It I would not have frightened you for
give· him a change, and fed in connec- anything In the world."
tion with the general ration, it increases
"Why are you wearing that dress?"
ita palatability. An occasional feed of
He laughed and pointed to where,
cooked roots will increaae the palatabilbehind him on the ground, lay a long
ity of a swine ration and give paying
had been tossresults. This seems to be the function gray cloak, upon which
of cooked food; to give variety and in- ed a white mask. "I'm on my way to
of a ration. the masquerade." he answered, with
crease the palatability
Cooking is therefore useful periodically an airy gesture. "I'm an incroyable,
for this purpose. If we get right down
made
you see, and 1 had the costume
to solid bottom, it is hardly profitable
from my rccollcctiou of a sketch of
as a steady practice.
time
your great-uncle. I saw it a long
in your library."
ago
A horse ought to be reined np when
hitohed on the street. Otherwise, he
is liable to put hia head down, trying to
reaoh things on the ground, and he may
get bis foot over the reins or lines and
tangle himself np, to bis Injury. Therefore, a horse ought to be reined np, so
as to keep him from putting his nose to
the ground. But he ought to be reined
loosely. The overdraw is a good precaution against runaways, and when
properly adjusted to the horse's comever
fort, it is not to be condemned. But a
en
tight overdraw, that compels the poor
horse to bold hia bead high, and stick
on*
hi* nose out, is barbarous, and the
erocts 1
driver who can flo such things, afttr
* ■ ·
he has had his attention called to it, •■η u. 1 .fi ,11,1m I·
Yiuuunur (uiq cnnaimx
ought to be obliged to wear an over»
H
mtilrV #1.11
draw himself, so he oan get through his
MOOQ on wmen un
thick skull the suffering it creates.

Hood's

Strstparflla enjoys the Λthe great·»
tinctkmtfbein^
curative end

est*
preventive
medicine the world has
aD-roand
known· It k
medicine, nrodisciiific Its

by purify-

eqnaflnd

--

for potato soab:
Submerge the seed for from two to two
in
that
the
hours
a formalin soluthinks
one-half
and
Tbe Dover Sentinel
man who expects to go to heaven on the tion, made by dissolving one pint of
chickens he fed to the preacher, la tak- formaldehyde, in thirty gallons of
water.
ing awful chanoes.

Try the following

as-

ment."

so

added to."—New England Homestead.

wuu

tonished to discover u distinct trace of
disappointment that the brilliant ap-

formera wmiM loavA nff

profit

was

and white striped walstcoast, wearing
jauntily cocked black hat on his hyad. be renewed at once. "You'll forgive
And even to the last detail, the ribbon me?" he
began In a quickly Impassionlacee alHive the ankle and the gold ed tone. "It was only after you sang
buckled shoes, he was the sketch of a dream possessed me, and"—
Georges Meilhac sprung into life.
"I cannot stay to talk with you,"
About tbls slender figure there bung Miss
Betty Interrupted and added with
alfine
a
mist,
a wan sweetness like
a straightforwardness which made him
In
most au ethereality in that light; yet
afraid she would prove lamentably dlthe pale face lurked something reckrect, "I do not know you."
less. something of the actor, too; aud,
She turned toward the house, whereJ
though his smile was gentle and wist- upon he gave a little pathetic exclamafui, there was a twinkle behind it not tion of
pleading In a voice that was
seen at first, something amused aud
masterly, being as sincere as It woe
small
underneath,
surprise
Impish; a
musical, and he took a few leaidng
like a tien in a rose Jar.
toward her, both hands outsteps
Fixed to the spot by this apparition,
stretched.
Miss Betty stood wildly staring, her
"One moment more!" he cried as she
straining eyelids showlug the white
turned again to him. "It may be the
above and below the large brown iris,
one chance of my life to speak with
lier breath came faster and deeper
Don't deny me this. All the rest
you.
it
belier
until between
parted lips
meet
will
you when the happy evening
sob.
a
came vocal in a quick sound like
comes, will dance with you, talk with
At that he spoke.
see you when they like, listen to
"Forgive me!" The voice was low. you,
I alone must hover about
vibrant and so exceediugly musical you slug.
steal like a thief into your
that he might have been accused of the gates or
garden to hear you from a distance.
Listen to me just this once for a mot

beef animale and would aggregate

owner.

Miss carewes a ecus ι oui eu pome

quite recovered—ludeed, hbe

organ, bone any time éi*
pend. Accent no siAetl*
tote for Hood's, bat in-

sfct

on

having Hood's

AND ONLY HOOD'S.

bad revealed their desires in a

uess,

she

CHAPTER III.
HOSE angels appointed to be
guardians of the merry people
of ltouen, poising one night be-

enthusiastic dancers and lovemakers of
the town, the handsome Tappingham
Marsh and that doughty ex-dragoon
and Indian tighter, stout old Central
Trumble, were upon the field before the
enemy appeared-that Is to say, they
were In the new ballroom before their
host; Indeed, the musicians had not ar-

rived, and Nelson, an aged negro servitor, was engaged In lighting the house.
The crafty pair had planued this early descent with a view to monopoly by
right of priority in case the game proved worth the candle, and they were
leaning effectively against the little
railing about the musicians· platform
when Mr. Carewe entered the room
with his daughter on his arm.
She was In white touched with count-

lavender flowers. There
were rows and rows of wonderful silk
and lace flounces on her skirt, and her
fan hung from a rope of great pearls.
Ah, hideous, blue rough cloth of the
convent, unforgotten, but laid aside
forever, what a chrysalis you were!
Tappingham twitched bis companion's sleeve, but the general was already posing, and neither heard the
words of presentation, because Miss
Betty gave each of them a quick look,
then smiled upon them as they bowed.
The slayers were prostrated before
Never were lady killers
their prey.
more Instantaneously tamed and subjugated by the power of the feminine
eye. Will Cummlngs came in soon,
and, almost upon his heels, Eugene
Madrlllon and young Frank Chenoweth. No others appeared for half an
hour, and the five gentlemen looked at
one another aside, each divining his
own diplomacy In his fellow's *ye, and
each laboriously explaining to the others his own mistake in regard to the
hour designated upon Mr. Carewe'e
cards of invitation. This small embarrassment, however, did not prevent
General Trumble and young Mr. Chenoweth from coming to high words over

also of these five redoubtable beaux
that during the evening It occurred to
every one of them to be glad that Crailey Gray was betrothed to Fanchon
Bareaud, and that he was down on the
Rouen river with a canoe, a rod und a
tent. Nay, without more words, *o declare the truth in regard to Crailey,
they felt greater security in his absence from the field than in his be-

trothal. As Mr. Chenoweth, a youth as
open as out of doors both In countenance and mind, observed plaintively
to Tappingham Marsh in a corner,
while they Matched Miss Betty's lavender
flowers
miraculously swirling
through a quadrille, "Crailey, you
know—well, Crailey'· been engaged be-

fore!" It was not Mr. Chenoweth's
habit to disguise his apprehensions,
aud Crailey Gray would uot fish for
bass forever.

The sume Chenoweth was ha who,
maddened by the general's triumphantly familiar way of toying with Mla>

no

novel ac-

with vou forever—ou a desert isle
where the others couldn't come!" he
finished with sudden acerbity as his eye
caught the general's.

He proceeded, and only the cessation
of the music alifed Miss Carewe in stopDing the declaration before it was altogether out, and at that point Frank β
own father came to her rescue, though
In a fashion little saving of her conThe elder Cheuoweth was one
fusion
of the gallant and kindly southern co
ony that made It natural for Rouen always to speak of M las Carewe as Miss
Betty. He was a handsome old fellow,
whose hair, long mustache and imperial were as white as he was proud of
them, a Virginian with the admirable

morning, for the first time, sue was
conscious of α sense of warmth and
gratitude toward him. The elaborate
fashion in which be had introduced her

to his friends made it appear poMlbl·
that he liked her, for be had forgotten
nothing, and to remember everything
In this case was to be lavish, which hai
often the appearance of generosity.'
And yet there bad been a lack. Some
small thing t>be had missed, though slie
was not entirely sure that she identified it But the lack bad not been In
ber father or In anything be bad done.
Then, too, there was something so unexpectedly human and pleasant in hU
not going to bed at once, but remaining to smoke on the veranda at this
hour that she gave him credit for a little of ber own excitement, innocently
fancying that he also might feel the
need of a companion with whom to
talk over the brilliant passara of the
night. And a moment ensued when
the debated taking bis band. She was

Fanciiou

taV

glasses to the blushami happy girl -Ungl.® to I,or (a-

ed in lifting their
ther's arm:

«Thou wouldst still bo adorcl us this moment tliou art.
Let thy loveliness fade as It
f
And around the dear ruin ea

iniwlne

Would

Itself verdantly still."

who had not
learned to be self conscious ™"Ugh to
fear doing a pretty thlng opeuiy
out mocking themselves for it. an

They

happy people

were

^h·

brave circle they made tf.out
Betty Carewe, the charming ac
women and their tine furbelows
handsome men and tall, all so gay so

fhe

a

e*™es^s

Propoacd the health of hi» young hostel*.
too soon glad that her intuition forbade the demonstration.
"It was uli so beautiful, papa," she
said timidly. "I bave no way to tell
you bow 1 thank you."
"You may do that," he replied evenly, with uo uukludness, with no kindness either, lu the level of his tone,
"by never dancing again more than
twice with one man in oue evening."
"I think f should much prefer not
myself," she returned, lifting her head
to fate him gravely. "I believe If I
cured to dance more tbau ouce with
oue I should like to dance all of them

with him."
Mr. Carewe frowned. "I trust tbat
you discovered none last night whom
you wished to bouor with your eutire

last:^o.

again

Consumption

€} There is

no

specific

for

consumption. Fresh air, exercise, nourishing food and
Scott's Emulsion will come
pretty near curing it, if there
is anything to build on. Millions of people throughout the
world are living and in good
ν

health

on one

lung.

Cfl From time immemorial the

doctors
oil for

prescribed cod liver
consumption. Of

the patient could not
take it in its old form, hence
it did very little good. They
can take
course

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

and tolerate it for a long
There is no oil, not
excepting butter, so easily
digested and absorbed by the
system as cod Hver oil in the
form of Scott's Emulsion,
and that is the reason it is so
helpful in consumption where
its use must be continuous.
time.

IJ We will send you

sample free.
Q

Be

turc

dut th'a

picture in the form of

a label it on the wrapper of every bottle of
Emuliion you buy.

Scott Ac Bowne
Chemists
409 Pearl Street
New York

foe. tnd Jlj all

dru|(l)U

a

fellow ouce—now," be said, speaking
each word with emphasis. "His name
You see that gate, you
is Vanrevel.
see the line of my property there. The
man himself as well as every other person In the town remembers well that
the last time I spoke to him it was to
tell him that If he ever set foot on
ground of mine I'd shoot him down,
and he knows, and they all know, I
shall keep my word! Elsewhere I told
him that for the sake of public peace 1
should ignore him. I do. You will see
him everywhere, but It will not be difficult
Vn one will have the hardihood
to present him to my daughter. The
quarrel between us"— Mr. Carew·
broke off for a moment, bis Lands,
clinching the arms of bis chair, while
he swallowed with difficulty, as though
he choked upon some acrid bolus, and
be was so strongly agitated by bis own
mention of bis enemy that be controlled
himself by a painful effort of bis will.
"The quarrel between us is political—
and personal. Yon will remember."
"I shall remember," she answered In
a rather frightened voice.
It was long before she fell asleep. "I
alone must hover about the gates or
steal into your garden like a thief," the
Incroyable bad said. "The last time I
spoke to him It was to tell him that if
lie ever Ret foot on ground of mine I'd
■boot him down!" hnd boen her father's

As Crailey Gray never danced with
Miss Carewe, it is somewhat singular
tbat she should have been the Inspiration of bis swinging verges In waltz

interested, often eager, conversation,
that people wondered what in the
world they still found to say to each
other. Hut many a night the late shin
iug lamp meant that Tom sat alone,
with a brief or a book, or wooed thflorn hours with his magical guitar, for

he never went to bed until the other
And if daylight came
came home.
without Crailey, Vaurevel would go out.
yawning mightily, to look for him, and
when there was no tindlug him Tom
would come back sleepless to the day's
VA»l·

To the vision of tlie lookers on in

Itouen, quiet souls who hovered along
the walls at merrymakings and cheerfully counted themselves spectators at
the play, Crailey Gray held the center

of the stage and was the chief comedian of the place. Wit, poet and scapegrace, the small society sometimes
seemed the mere background set for
his performances, spectacles which he
also enjoyal. aud from the liesi scat
in the house, tor he was not coutt *it as
the actor. b;U must be tli prince in the
box as we!!.
Uls friendship for Tom Vanrevel
was lu a measure that of tlie vine for
the oak.
He was fti!l of levities at
Tom's expense, which the other liore
with a grin of sympathetic comprehension or at long intervals returned
upon Crailey with devastating effect.
Vanrevel was the one steadying thing
In his life and at the same time the
only one of the youug men upju whom
he did not have an almost mesmeric influence. In g iod truth. Crailey was the
ringleader in all the deviltries of the
town aud had been so long In the habit

of following every impulse, no matter
bow mad, that he enjoyed an almost
perfect immunity from condemnation,
and, whatever his deeds, Itouen had
learned to say with a chuckle that It
was

"only Crailey Gray again."

Had the poor man been commanded to
be "out of town?"
Then, remembering the piquant and
generous face of Fancbon, Betty clinched her fingers tightly and crushed the
imp who bad suggested the unworthy

Absolutely Pure

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and more healthful.
»OYAl SAKINO POWOÎ»

CO.,
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Pony Coats the Approved Spring Styles
"he Princess and

Empire

Gowns De·

mand Use of the High Bust Corset.

By RENE DEVERAUX.

The craze fur empire robe·, empire
<?tfects and ail that In empire lias extended to the realm of coats. and the
mo<lish spring jacket is the smart little "pony" coat, in length twenty-four
Inches.
It is au abbreviated box. double or
single breasted, with coat collar or rêIt liaugs loose from the shoulver».

ders In the back and, like all fashions
at the present moment. Is designed for
the glorification of the sylphlike form.
For the tigure of heavier proportion·
It is made with the semititting back.
The sleeves are the piifln coat and put
In the artnhole In such a fashion as to
stand out, to not droop, for tlicy must
give breadth to the shoulders and tl.un
make the waist measure seem smaller.
Coverts, cheviots and broadcloths are
the materials used, and, as this is the
(irst peep at the prevailing mode for
spring, they are so far seen only in all
shades of tan. Those in white broad·
cloth are designed to give Joy to the
summer girl. Arrayed in one of these,
with white broadeloth skirt and the
latest in sailors, she will be well equip-

ped to conquer pastures new.
Quite the chicest toilet seen at Pelmonico's ou a matinee day of last week
was a pony coat of the lightest of tan
broadcloth, with skirt and shoes to
match. The little French chapeau of
the same color had a medium straight
The effective
brim and high crown.
trimming was ceil blue c-hiffon rosettes
ii ml tin 11 gold lace.
The Etou and the bolero are quite the
rage for every kind of wear. These
lire made up in silk and elaborately
trimmed with lace, embroidery or chif-

fon. The handsome applique cmbriideries afford opportunities for the manufacture of gorgi his and artistic little
jackets that will give plcturesqiienese
ilnd cachet even to the robe, otherwise
I>iain. Irish crochet is much used and
yards autl yards of chiffon plaiting» iu

Now and then he would spend several days in the ottices of Gray & Vanrevel, attorneys and counselors at law,
wearing au rfir of unassailable virtue,
hough he did not far overstate the case
when he said, "Tom does all the work
and gives me all the money not to
bother him when he's getting up a

si??)·

ease."
The working member of the tirm got
up eases to notable effect, and few lawyers In the state enjoyed having Tom
Vanrevel on the other s'de. There was
nothing about him of the Uoridity prevalent at that time; he withered -oratory" before the court; be was the foe
of Jury pathos, and, despising noise
and the habitual voice dip at the end

of a sentence, was nevertheless at
times an almost fearfully effective orator. So by degrees the lirm of Gray
& Vanrevel. young as it was aud in
spite of thy Idle apprentice, had grown
to be the most prosperous in the district. For this eminence Crailey was
never accused of assuming the credit.
Nor did he ever miss an opi>ortuuity of
making known how much he owed to
his partner. What he owed, in brief,
How well Vanrevel
was everything.

worked was demonstrated every day,
but how hard he worked only Crailey
knew. The latter had grown to depend
beliefs
ui>ou him for even bis political
and lightly followed his partner into
abolitionism, though that was to risk
unpopularity, bitter hatred aud worse.
Fortunately on certain occasions Vanrevel bad made himself, if not his
creed, respected, at least so far that
there was no longer danger of tuob
violence for au abolitionist in Itouen.
Ile was α cool Iieailed young

man

or-

dinarily and possessed of an elusive
forcefuluess uot to be trilled with,
though lie was a quiet man and had
what they railed a "lino manner." and,

not In the latter, but in his dress, ihere
was an echo of the beau, which aû'jrded Sir. Gray a point of attack Tor sallies of wit.

{το

bs

oovnnm.]

A Cnrloua

There is a curious

Legend.
iu

legend

regard

to

Deadtnan's place, Southward, London.
An ingenious old writer says that the
name originated as follows: "In Deadman's place, at St. Maryoverus, a manservant being buried at seven of the
clocke in the morning, and the grave
declaration. And Mr. Carewe bad spo- standing open for more dead Commodiken with the most undeniable air of ties, at foure of the clocke in the same
meaning what be said. Yet she knew evening he was got up alive againe by
that the incroyable would come again.
β strange miracle, which, to be trup
Also, with hot cheeks pressed into and certaine, hundreds of people can
her pillow, Miss Betty bad identified testlfie that sawe him acte like a counthe .young man in the white hat, that try Ghoste In bis white peackled
dark person whose band she bad far eheete." However, α more exact histoo impetuously seized in both of hers.
Aha! It was this gentleman who looked into people's eyes and stammered so
sincerely over a pretty speech that you
almost believed blm; it was be who
was to marry Fancbon Bareaud, "if he
remembers!" No wonder Fancbon bad
been in such a hurry to get bim away.
"If he rememberer* Such was that
joung man's character, waa it? Misa
Carewe laughed aloud to her pillow,
for waa one to guess the reason also
of his not having come to her ball?

POWDER

ley.

so

cheerily smiling and yet
ο
their welcome to lier.
afraid to "let out" his voice; thelr song
programme."
went full and strong over the waking
"Xo," she laughed, "not last night."
ball
the
finished
was
it
when
and
town,
Her father tossed away his cigar abwas over too.
] ruptly. "Is it too much to hope," he
The veranda and the path to the gate
inquired, "ihat when you discover a
became like tropic gardens, the fall gentleman with whom you desire to
colore of the women's dresses. balioon- waltz all night you will omit to mening iu the early breeze, making the tion the fact to him?"
place seem strewn with giant'
There was α brief flash of her eye
soms. They all went away at the H«ne
as she recalled her impulse to take his
time, those in carriages calling «r
baud, but .she immediately looked at
wells to each other and to the little him with such
complete seriousness
processions departing on foot In dlf that he feared his irony had been
ferent directions to homes mar b
thrown η way.
The sound of the voices and laughter
"I'll remember not to mention it,"
out
altogether,
drew away, slowly died
she answered. "I'll tell him you told
and the silence of the street w
me not to."
strange and unfamiliar to Bett>. She
"I think you may retire now," said
went to the hedge and watched the
Mr. Carewe sharply.
the
were
who
go,
musicians,
She rose from the steps, went to the
until they passed from sIght
door, tbeu turned at the threshold.
black toilsome figures, carrying gro"Were all your friends here, papuV"
tesque black boxes. While she could
"Do you think that every ninny who
still see them it seemed to her that her
in my house last night was my
gabbled
wishand
she
not
was
ball
quite over,
he said angrily. "There was
friend?"
as
long
ed to hold the least speck of It
one friend of mine, Mrs. Tanberry, who
as she could, but when they bad dlswasn't here because she is out of town,
appeared she faced the truth * itb a but I do not
imagine that you are Inwas
The
night
long,
glorious
sigh.
deep
quiring about women. You mean was
finished indeed.
every unmarried male Idiot who could
What she needed now was another
afford a swnllowtalled coat uud α clean
clrl The two would have gone to Betpair of gloves cavorting about the
mom md danced it all over
were all here
until noon, but she had only her father. place? Yes, miss, they
uud one of those Is a fool,
KLe found him contentedly «moking a except two,
the other α knave."
cigar upon the veranda, so she seated
"Can't I know the fool?" she asked
herself timidly, nevertheless with a
hopeful glance at htm. on the steps eagerly.
"I rejoiee to tiiul them so rare lu your
at his feet, and as she did so he
looked down upon her with someth ng experience!" be retorted. "This oue is
out of town, though I have uo doubt
more akin to geniality than anything
when
she had ever seen in hie eye be'or®* you will see him sufficiently often
name is Cralley Gray,
They did not know each other very be returns. His
well, and .die often doubted that they and be is to marry Fanclion Bareaud—
This | If he remembers!"
would ever become intimate.
"And the knave?"
"I§ oue!" Carewe shut his teeth with
α venomous snap, and his whole face
reddened suddenly. "I'll mention this

fv's

CHAPTER IV.

friends were talking, for they
nev^r
a silent intimacy, but, even
after several years of companionship,
were rarely seen together when not In

place

of Cream of Tartar
and Soda.

Ρ it be true that love is the
great incentive to tbe useless
nrts, tbe number of gentlemen wbo became poets for
the sake of Miss Betty Carewe need
not be considered extraordiuai-y. Of
all that was written of lier dancing.
JTom Vanrevel's lines, "I Danced With
Her Beneath the Lights" (wbicb be certainly bad not done when lie wrote
them), were perhaps next to Crailey
Gray's In merit, though Tom burned
his rhymes after reading them to Crai-

reached

mlxcÏÏ»prewto»

lise in

Fancbon.

It was to some degree a strange comradeship between these two young men;
their tastes led them so often In opposite directions. They had rooms together over tli»?ir offices in the "Madrlllon block" on Main street, and tbe
lights shone late from their windows
every nig'it ill the year. Sometimes
that would mean only that the two

was

rather trving. too. for she could only
stand with downcast eyes licfore them
all trembling a little, and receiving a
ο' Mr. Ctooo«ll*
remark», «tdilu* tragi?""·!» tore «Λ
As the old gentleman finished,
there
Bareaud, kissing her hand to
Betty began to sing, and they all Join

α wretched
and threw him out of the window.
He Immediately sneaked iu by Uie
back way, for, In spite of her victory,
■he still felt a little sorry for poor

Vaurevel.

He· mnJe a
of his young hostess.
speech of some length, pronouncing
himself quite as hopelessly in loveι w 1th
his old friend's daughter as all could
see his own son was, and wishing her
long life and prosperity, with many
allusions to fragrant bowers and the

Τ made Miss Betty happy, but it

thought, crushed him to

pulp

measure, "Heartstrings on α Violin,"
tbe sense of which was that when a
violin bad played for her dancing the
Instrument should be shattered us wineglasses are after a great toast. However, uo one except tbe author himself
knew that liet I y was the subject for
Crailey certainly did not nieuliou it to
Miss Bareuud nor to his best friend,

southern fearlessness of being tbotight
sentimental.
Mounting a chair with
complete dignity, he proposed the health

small

Miss Carewe's little gilt filigree "programme" of dance·.
It may be not untimely to remark

already possessed

quaintance with the exclamation but
she made no comment. Her partner s
Htyle was not a stimulant to repartee.
"It would be heaven." he amplified
earnestly; "it would be heaven to dance

was

tween earth and stars, discovered a slngie brilliant and resouant
t=pot, set In the midst of the dark, quiet
town like a jeweled music box on a
black cloth, for that night was the beginning of Miss Betty's famous career
as the belle of ltouen and was the date
from which strangers were to hear of
her as "the beautiful Miss Carewe" until "beautiful" was left off, visitors to
Ihe town being supposed to have heard
at least that much before they came.
There had been much discussion of
her, though only one or two had caught
glimpses of her, but most of the gallants appeared to agree with Crailey
Cray, who aired his opinion In an exceedingly casual way at the little club
Mr. Gray held that
on Main street.
when the daughter of a man as rich as
Bob Carewe was heralded as a beauty
the chances were that she would [Aove
disappointing, and, for his part, he was
uot even Interested enough to attend
and Investigate. So he was going down
the river lu a canoe and preferred the
shyness of bass to that of a girl of
eighteen just from the convent, he said.
Tom Yanrevel was not present on the
occasion of these remarks, and the general concurrence with Crailey may be
suspected as a purely verbal one, sluce
when the evening came two of the most

less

sors

guise lacking this prodigious artless-
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such
with
would be better off. There are hundreds of acres producing one-half to one
ton hay and this same land could be
ruado to produce fruit or food for dairy
three times the

That was the seventh time it had
been said to Betty during the night,
and thoifch Mr. Cbenoweth's predeces-

By BOOTH TARKINGTON.

extensively and
unprofitable results they

or

always!"

"The Gentleman From Indiana" and "MoiuUur Bciuciirc"

·*««■»

Food to Fatten Lamba.

PARMENTERI

nup

growing this crop

Betty's fan between two dances, attempted to propose to her during the
gunrise wait*. Having sung "Oh, believe mer in her ear as loudly as he
could, he expressed the wish, quite as
loudly, "that this waltt might last for

The Two Vanrevels

Uncooked Food.
The first one to consider is that cookand with ing does not increase the digestibility of
fKo anil
Rett v.
it. That is,
this sentiment I fully concur. 1 have in food, but instead, decreases
"You were singing u while ago," he
hundred
make
a
will
an
animal
pounds
at
one
which
I
mind a plot of ground
answered somewhat huskily, "and 1
in Its raw atate, than it
time (nome fifteen years ago) seeded gain on less food
then I
Thus do stopped on the street to listen;
dowu to timothy, clover and brown top will when this food is cooked.
loss of came here to l»e nearer. The spell of
after having raised a very satisfactory we have not only to consider the
food but also the expenditure of time your voice"- He broke off abruptly
crop of commun corn on the same and
And it would to change the word. "The spell of the
which produced at least two and one-half and fuel in cooking.
best kind of hay at the eeem that cooking food for any class of song came over ine—It Is my dearest
tons of the

Dry

DR.

the practical with the theoretical; they
realize that if best results are to be
accomplished, the farmers must be
reached and the college must be some
tangible help to the agricultural interests of the state.
That progress is the watchword at th?
Maine state agricultural college is again
evidenced in the recent arrangements
for lecture and reading courses to be
conducted in the interest of the farmers of
the state. Reference has already been made to this line of work in
the New England Homestead. It will
be recalled that the enterprise will be
much along the line of the extension
work now in progress in Rhode Island.
In a nut shell the college professors and
agricultural workers will on request
visit various farming centers and deliver lectures appropriate to the farming
interests of the several communities.
In connection with this, a reading
course will be established whicb will
give every farmer an opportunity to obThis last named
tain self culture.
movement Is being launched through
the medium of granges.
An editorial representative of The
New England Homestead recently visited the college and had friendly hand
shakes with the various professors connected with the agricultural department.
Incidentally a number of interesting facts were brought out. To
begin with Prof. William Munson, who
is at the head of the horticultural department, advanced some of the reaitone
why he believes in New England agriculture, and why he thinks a young
man could not do better than buy a socalled hill farm in one of our New England states. Prof. Munson practices
what he preaches, for as many know,
he lias invested in New England farms
and is covering the land with fruit trees,
lie feels that the horticultyral possibilities of New England are not one-half
realized. In Maine, large fruit growing
to apple·, since
is restricted chiefly
cherries, plums, pears and peaches, etc.,
do not seem to do as well as in some
other sections of New England. Prof.
Munson recommends that the Maine
horticulturists give their attention to
appk-s, though strawberries and other
small fruits, especially gooseberries and
currants, can be grown with good profit.
The apples being set in Prof. Munson's
orchard are Stark, Tallman Sweet, NorthThe King apple does
ern Spy and King.
admirably in Maine, but its tendency to
fall before harvesting is against it.
Prof. Munson informed the writer that
he is on track of a special strain of the
King apgle, which will hang on the tree
until it reaches full maturity.
"Live stock interests, too," said Prof.
Munson, "offer wonderful opportunities
for Maine farmers. I believe hay is a
If
curse to New England agriculture.

MAINE, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1906.
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Exponent of Maine Agriculture.
▲ mint encouraging tendency among
agricultural college· is that they are getting closer to the farmer and the term.
The state college at Orouo, Me., is no
exception to this general statement.
There, the college officials are fully
awake to the importance of combining
An

nf

Democrat.

Oxford

torian

merely

place.

explained
a

that the name was

corruption

of

Desmond'·

Roof Dos· of New York.
There are dogs in New York that
never set foot on the street. They belong to the janitors in the downtown
buildings, and their runways consist
of the roofs of the buildings in which
their owners live and adjoining roofs
on the same level. That Is a rare day
when the office worker on looking out

of the sixteenth story
not see half a dozen
about upon the roofs
There is one advantage
ing a riy f d:>*ï—the Aag
terrors for hiui.

wiudow does
dogs romping

l>ene;Uh him.
at least in becatcher lias no

PONY COATS WILL It Κ THE I.EAIHN'O SPRT7Ï0
KTYLK.

All are
the trimmings ami makeup.
For dressy occasions all are
French.
full ami. without exception. el I tow
deeves.

elaborate ami more
Many of the very
newest models indicate clearly the line*
lemnmleri in tlie fashionable figure hy
the latest frock ideas.
Fullness of Inist is desired, and a
ligli bust is demanded Ι·.ν all princess
;o\vns and waists of the day. At a
fashionable cornetalre's many novelties
ire seen. One of the latest conceptions
s the bust support, which if worn with
my corset will (five the correct bust
lines. They are charming with frills of
lace, ribbon knots and shoulder straps
>f wide silk elastic, which fasten under
Corsets are more

expensive than

ever.

the arm.
There is a short corset waist,terminât·
ug under the arm. made of woven riblion and worn with the bust support.
These are only for the slender figure,
Tor which there is also the long, straight
Trout corset with short hips aud high
liust.

The new full length French corset for
the stout iitf'ire is made with the lower
inrt of coutil, incasing the hips and so
Mit us to reduce their size, the bust
llgh and Hat or full, us desired. And
they are gorgeous in batiste broche,
ilaln silk, embroidered or brocaded.
Garters, sachets, etc., are growing
nore attractive each year. Rouud garters are made with softly shirred satin
>r flowered ribbon covering the wide
ilastic, with a rather wide lace frill

'u I ling lielow. The vertical garters are
'asclnatliiK trifles of flowered or plain
ι ■lbbou shirred over broad elastic and
jordcred with narrow valencieune·
ace frills. Choux of chiffon form the

Inlsh.
Chemisettes of every description are
the rage. Many are dainty and very
duliorate. They adorn shirt waists and
•very kind of gown.
Just a word about the new spring
hmxIs for your street frock. Gray la
Mixed gray h or
he leading shade.
'awn effects In broken plaida or checks

stripes, also shepherd plaida, In soft
imooth finished Kngllsh suitings are
in view in all the fashionable shops,
ind some of the frocks displayed In
the modish Fifth avenue windows are
itunning. But of that more anon.
»r

t
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Site

democrat,
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All legal advertisement·
ADTKKTumum :
are given three consecthre Insertion β for $1.90
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New type, fa*t presses, steam
ios Γ rutting
power, experienced workmen and tow price·
combine to make this department of our busines· complete and popular.

Parte H11L
rim Baptist Church, Bev. Β. Ο. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10 .Ό A. M. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Serrloe at
School at 12 m.
7 JO r. M. T. P. S. C. B. Tueeday evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 Λ0. Covenant Meeting the laat Tricar oefore the lat
Sunday of ibe month at S 30 r. u. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Unlverb&ttst Church.
Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:45A.M.
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He is one of the
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a
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next
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already
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bar,
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Our local dramatic club will soon pre"The Strike," a play written by
William Ward Russ.
H. M. Estes, who has charge of repair
work on the Grand Trunk, is at home
from Portland. He expects soon to go
to Montreal with his crew.

sent

district in the legislature of 1905-6, and
in last winter's session did

good

service.

East Sumner.
Oar sick

ones are

mostly improving.

Muttart, Bethuel Cary and
at this writing are yet
confined to their beds. It has been unusually sickly in the vicinity.
Owing to the mild weather teamsters
are fearing that they will have to quit
the business soon unless more snow falls.
Views of East Sumner mounted on
postal cards can be purchased at the
post office. Ralph L. Hodgdon has taken
several views of the street and the
churches.
Α. II. Harlow has taken views of
camps and teams iu the woods that give
an idea of camp life in the forest.
Kev.

Mr

Thoughts for the lath and the ixl. Abel S. Ileald

The things that have come to pass in
our own day. while acting the parts assigned to us in the drama of life, have a
stronger hold upon us, and necessarily
so, than the things that come to pass in
a
bygone age before we had a being;
and yet we know as well as it can possibly be known of those who had no lot
nor part in the matter, that the play
went on with varying fortunes, victory
following defeat and defeat following
victory till the end came and the curtain
fell and arose again upon a set of new
actors with new parts assigned.
And still the play goes on, tragedy,
comedy, farce, with old Tapertoes,
familiarly called the Devil, in the stage
character of Harlequin in the shade—or
something worse. And still the play
goes on—tragedy, comedy, farce—and
will go on forever, till the lights are
out and the curtain falls at the end of
the last act in the world's drama; till
the angel of the apocalypse, with a foot
on the land and a foot on the sea, shall
swear by Him that liveth that time shall
be no longer.
Speaking of the actors. Where are
they, the actors that were so full of life
and pluck and patriotism in the dim unpeopled past'' We can very easily dispose
of the vast majority in one brief sentence:
"Compounded with forgotten
dust." How few the names, the immortal names, that were not born to die!
The school boy or girl must be of an
exceedingly tender age who has never
heard nor read of the launching of the
ship, the new and untried Ship of State,
and the name of him who was the Godappointed master of the ahip. and who
guided it over the troubled waters for
seven long years to safety in the harbor
of peace. X name read and known of
all men—one of the immortal names that
was not born to die—a name near and
American
heart. And
dear to every
those of us who, for fifty years, and for
more than fifty years, have been walking
up the stage and down the stage of life,
conning our little lines and acting our
little parts, well or ill, or from fair to
middling, and who are soon to make our
final exit, leaving behind other actors in
other scenes, have looked upon the same
old Ship of State, older grown and more
staunch and steadfast, perhaps, walking
the waters like a living thing, when the
skies above were black with tempest,
and the waves below were as the shadow
of death, the stars and stripes nailed
hard and fast to her mast-head, all her
battle-lanterns lit, and we have heard
the thunder of her guns while shooting
holes below the water-line into that
piratical craft, "long, low and rakish,"
till it sank into the bubbling depths unwept, unhonored and unsung.
It is noticeable that whenever a crisis
comes in a nation's life, unless that
nation be writtep large in the Book of
Doom and is scheduled for destruction,
the best man in all the millions is divinely chosen and divinely sent to be the
leader of his people and to turn aside the
threatened peril. To forward his purposes the God of nations and of armies
sends an agent that is qualified at every
point. He never yet has sent a slouch
to do his work, and He never will.
Had
there been any other two men among the
millions better equipped by nature or by
grace to do the work, then it might have
been that the names of Washington and
Lincoln would not be found among the
immortal names that were not born to
die, but, with the vast army tnat have
vanished away, might be compounded
with forgotten dust.
ΤΚα»

well,

when the

U

U

prayer—if it may be

called a prayer—when the sincere desire
of the hearts of a respectable minority
was that one of another name might be
But it would seem
master of the ship.
that the Maker of us all knew the calibre of the man even better than the respectable minority knew. Four years
later on the prayer was answered, but
the answer was Lincoln, and the best
answer that He could have made.
He
had done His best for the entire nation.
And now, as brevity is a good thing to
have in the family or anywhere else, we
will say but this: Our reunited people,
individually and collectively, North and
South. East and West, from the lakes to
the gulf, from Quoddy Head to the Golden
Gate, bave ample reasons to thank the
Lord that He had His own way as usual,
and that He does not always answer
prayer right off quick or in the way
oapped out. But just the sa;ne we are
a.lowed to ask, and wi h no feu: of being
chidden.
It would hardly be considered ρ resumption for some of our good minister»,
who are gifted in prayer, to unite in asking that He set in motion forcée that
will gently, and permanently, and con-

Mexico.
Died at Mexico Monday afternoon,
Feb. 19th, at 1:30, David Osgood GleaMr. Gleason was a
son, aged 72 years.
C. and Lydia (Osgood)
son of Simon
Gleason, and a grandson of one of the
earliest tettlers in Mexico, Isaac Gleason, who lived here before the incorporation of the town and was one of the first
board of selectmen chosen.
Ue was
twice married, his first wife being Lucy
Worthley of Avon; by her he had three
children. One died when about throe
years old. The others, Herbert Osgood,
who is a farmer in Avon, and Enna L.,
wife of Henry \V. Park of Mexico. The
son and daughter were with him at the
time of his death, and had been with him
much of the time during the last three
weeks of his life. His life, with the exception of perhaps tive years, was spent

farming.

About 30 years ago he sold his farm in
Mexico and purchased the store now occupied by E. R. Stevens, was appointed
postmaster and remained iu trade until
1SS0 or 'SI when he sold his stand and
business to L. II. Harlow and moved to
Avon, Me., and engaged in farming there.
About three years ago he returned to
Mexico. He had been selectman before
going to Avon, was chosen to that office
while living there and has served as
such one year since he returned to his
old home. About forty years ago he became a member of Blazing Star Lodge
of Masons, then holding its meetings at
Mexico, now holding them at Kumford
Palls.
Ue leaves a widow who before her
marriage was Mary Mosher, whom he
becamo acquainted with io Portland.
They have lived together some more
than a quarter century. No man ever
lived in Mexico whose life was nearer
that of a true, high minded, upright man
than that of David O. Gleason.
Of all the Gleasons who had been residents of Mexico, David O. lived to be
the oldest. The funeral
Wednesday
afternoon was largely attended. Kev.
Geo. B. Hannaford conducted the religious services. In January, 1878, Mr.
Hannaford conducted the funeral services
of Cuvier, a three-year-old son of Mr. G».,
and on the 13th of June, 1878,
the
funeral of Mr. G.'s first wife. Besides
the widow, son and daughter, two brothers survive him, Geo. H. and Carlton T.,
five grandchildren and two great-grandsons, Xahum Park, son of Wallace K.
Moore, and Clifford Osgood, son of A. E.
and Helena Park Small. Mrs. Herbert
Worthley, a sister of Mr. G.'s widow,
from Harrison, and her son, Harold
Worthley, from Avon, were present at
the funeral.
Swift Hiver Grange has caused the insertion of an article in the warrant to be
acted on at the March meeting, asking for
the gift of a lot from land owned by the
town, on which to erect a four or five
thousaud dollar building for a Grange
Hall with all convenient rooms for gatherings of the order. We anticipate quite
a battle on that article.
V «I ■·

The Modem Medicine Co. have been
at Pine Grove Hall during the week.
The Christian Endeavor Circle gave a
supper, apron sale, and entertainment at
the village church Friday night which
was well attended.
The peuple here, as well as many of
our summer resideuts, will be saddened
to know of the continued illneu of Mr.
W. F. Stark of Cambridge, Mass., whose
summer home is at the Centre, and that
under the strain of care Mrs. Stark has
broken down physically and mentally.
The family have our deepest sympathy.
Our snow is again getting thin, and
the teams have mostly come out of the
woods.
We have received from Mrs. Benjamin
Russell, Jr., a beautiful bouquet of full
blown and fragrant Mayflowers. They
were recently picked iu the woods as
biH.e, and have β<nee opened into flowers.
Mrs. Shank has made a good recovery
from her illness, and the nurse has returned to Portland.
The wood for the next year having
been provided for the parsonage at the
village, Mr. S. L. Plummer took his en-

stitutionally, dump some of the old gine and saw there Wednesday, and the
Ship's crew overboard, where the water men of the society helping, sawed 13
is deep and there is no land in sight.
ooids, putting 5 cords of dry wood into
John.

Bath joins the procession, and its Republican and Democratic city committees have joined in an agreement to use
no money or liquor, and furnish no
teams for transportation of voters, in the

ooaiag oltf slsotlon.

a thunder olap (fob a dear iky
the announcement Thursday afterthat Iuac Wilson Shaw was dead.
Can this be so? Though he was known
to be sick (or a few days, to the people
it came as a shock. Pleuro-pneumonia
made quick work. Mr. Shaw came from
the farm of his father, Isaao Shaw, when
quite young, and worked for a time for
his brother-in-law, J. H. DeCoster, later
buying his business. He has built up a
large and successful business in hardware, stoves, outlery, iron, β to., occupying two large stores. Comparatively

like

ciim
noon

young—67 years—with an estimable
wife and four children, Amy, a teacher
in Boston, Howard P., a student in the
Miss Helen Cole arrived home Thurs- Institute of Technology, Boston, Milday from Groveton, Ν. H., where she dred, a student in a town near Boston,
and Helen, the youngest, at home. It
has been teaching.
Miss Gertrude Harlow of Dixfield is would be hard to find a family more devoted in their family relatione at the
the guest of ber sister, Mrs. Atwood.
Wm. G. Harlow of Dixfield was in home-coming of the children at vaoation
town Wednesday.
tijpe. With a Une home and pleasant
Miss Persia V. Andrews is at Prince- surroundings—but we know not what a
a
short
stay.
ton, New Jersey, for
day may bring forth. It will be long be-

Newton Cummings goes to Portland
week to enter the employ of the
Maine Motor Carriage Co.
Keb. 36, 27.—Illustrated lectures by Albra Fogg,
Mrs. E. G. Harlow returned Saturday
Methodist church, South Paris.
Feb. >, March 1.—Good Cheer fair, "At the Sign from a vacation of several weeks spent
of the l'lnk Carnation," South Paris.
with friends and relatives in MassaMarch 5.—Annual town meeting lu most Oxford
chusetts.
County towns.
Paris
West
Pomona
6.—Oxford
March
Grange,
There will be a masquerade ball at
March β.—Annual uie-tlng of South Paris Til.
Academy Hall Friday evening of this
lage Corporation
Admission to spectators 10 cents.
March 13.—Supreme Judicial Court, South Paris. week.
Dancing tickets 50 cents per couple. A
NEW &DVKRT1SKMENTS.
good time expected.
Miss Mary A. Thompson of Portland,
Oild I.ots.
who has been with Mrs. Atwood for the
and
Save
Now
Underwear
Money.
Buy
past two weeks, went to Hebron SaturGoing Out of Buslnees.
Souvenir Post Cards.
day for a visit to her sister, Mrs. Fred
Pianos.
Sturtevant.
Your Spring Hat.
On Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
We Sell the Finest Rubbers.
the Baptist circle will meek in CumProbate Notices.
Four Notices of Appointment.
mings Hall to sew. Supper will be
Sielghs.
served promptly at 6:30. All are inNotice of Petition for Naturalization.
vited to come and to bring something
For Salenice for the tables. Remember the men
Bankruptcy Notice.
cooks this time. Four weeks
are the
Candidate for Sheriff.
ago they served a most excellent supper
and no doubt they
It is announced that Hiram K. Dub- to over a hundred,
will improve on that one. Come and
bard of Paris ilill will be a candidate for see!
Foxy Grandpa will be there to enthe Republican nomination for Sheriff of tertain the children. Admissiou as
convention.
next
usual.
at
the
Oxford County
Mr. Hubbard is the proprietor and sucBryant's Pood.
cessful manager of the Hubbard House,
The engine and boiler at the quarry
the famous Paris Hill hotel, establish- have been sent to Portland for repairs.
Charles W. Whitman is canvassing
ed by his father, the late Hon. Hiram
Hubbard. Mr. Hubbard was postmaster this section for ''The Farmers' Easy
Record Book."
at Paris Hill from 1880 to 1885 and RepJonas Edwards of Aubtirn preached
resentative from Paris in the seventy- at the Baptist church Feb. 18th.
has
He
Geo. L Cushman has just received a
first Maine Legislature in 1908
2"> H. P. g-.isoline engine for his saw mill.
always been a leading member of the
It is called "The Lambert," and was
Republican party and is well known built by the Lambert Gas and Gasoline
throughout Oxford County. Mr. Hub- Co. at Anderson, Ind.
The West Paris minstrel company
bard has the qualifications to make an
will entertain the people here Feb. 20th.
excellent sheriff.
Eugene Cole is making repairs on the
interior of his store, laying hard wood
Candidate for Senator.
ri<x>rs and making other improvements.
Elsewhere in this paper Henry H.
Our meat man. J. A. Titus, has added
Hastings of Bethel announces himself as a fish market to his other business.
A young child of Charles Farnum of
a candidate for the Republican nominaLocke's Mills, who died of pneumonia,
tion for senator from Oxford County in
was buried at Lakeside Cemetery WedMr. Hastings
this year's campaign.

Coming Events.

BackftoM.

the shed. Dinner was furnished at the
parsonage.
An all day meeting of the grange waa
held Friday of last week. Degree work
in the forenoon and lecture by Prof.
Bateman of Lewiston in the afternoon.
W. C. Baasett was at Norway tha first
of the weak.

fore the familiar form of I. W. Shaw on
streets will be forgotten, and the
heartfelt sympathy of the community
goes out to the bereaved family.
Another case of our esteemed neigh-

our

Prtlwt
Mr. A. W. Grover, who has been Ια
Portland for treatment, la much Improved in health.
Misses Bootbby and Mason have sold
their millinery stock In Berlin, Ν. H.,
where they have bad a snooessfnl business

for several

years.

Miss

Bootbby

samaier io the
business and Miss Mason will return to Betbel and spend tbe summer
with her mother, Mrs. Ο. M. Mason,
and in the automo they will go ioto
business elsewhere.
Wednesday afternoon Mr. Horatio
Godwin, one of Bethel's prominent
uien, passed away at his home after an
Illness of several months. For many
years Mr. Godwin's house has been a
most enjoyable and hospitable summer
resort, and not only the town's people
but many who have enjoyed the privileges of the home for the season will
learn with regret of bis decease. Mr.
Godwin is survived by a widow and stepdaughter and three sons. Funeral services were held at tbe residence Saturday afternoon, Rev. Mr. Scboonover,
pastor of the Methodist church, officiating. Miss Jane Gibson sang a solo and
the burial was in tbe family lot. Mr.
Godwin will be much missed in the
home and community.

will continue daring the

same

drying

The

and it Is now
be finished by M»j or Jane. Through the
generality of Mr. and Mr*. L. C. Bate· it
and

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.'S TEST

Πιοιιι field
I· nearly all gone again.
expeoted It will It 1· raining bard thU Wednesday even-

Wm* Parte.
The Univeraalkt church la plastered

snow

BOLD HTOMBI FOB

ing.

CATABBH.

WILL CUBE

The grammar aobool oioaed Friday
will be dedloated free of debt The new iMt wee*. Friday evening the student*
bell arrived recently and U from the presented the drama Valley Farm,
Meneely Bell Co. of West Troy, N. T.; ▲bont 140 was takeo.
Miss Maria Mansfield, who has been
weight something over a thousand
an invalid (or qnite a long time, died re·
pounds.
The Good Will Society holds its regu- oently at the home of Miss Delia Spring,
sickness.
lar meeting Wednesday of this week, who oared (or her through her
Peb. 28, in the evening instead of the She leaves a brother and many other
afternoon at the home of Mr. and Mrs. friends to moarn her loss.
Mrs. Dr. Fitch entertained the UniL. C. Bates. Admission 6 oents as
at
usual. Home made oandy will be for versalis! circle Wednesday evening
her home. A pleasant evening was ensale.
In last week's items it was stated that joyed by those who were present.
J. L. Frink, who has been on the sick
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis M. Mann after their
marriage went to Bryant's Pond. That list a number of weeks, is convalescent.
Mrs. Sarah Harnden is very mach out
was an error, as they remained here.
They have opened their bouse and In- of health.
B. L. Frink of Portland is stopping at
tend to make their residence here the
most of the time. Miss Ida Aldrich is his old home, J. L. Frink's.
helping Mrs. Mann.
Monday evening this week the minFirst Congregational church, Rev.
strel· present their programme in the
James J. Θ. Tarr, Ph. D., pastor. SunOpera House at Bryant's Pond. On the day morning, Mar. 4, at 10:45, the pastor
first evening Mr. Merrill from Norway
of sermon, "The
took a group picture of the company will preach. Subject will
be followed
Christ." This
which proved to be most excellent. Abiding
Communion of the Lord's Supper.
Orders oan be left for them with Mrs. by the
At 7:00 the pastor will take for his subP. S. Parnum.
"Gideon and Midian." Singing by
Miss Margie M. McKenney is making | jeot,
chorus choir. All invited.
a visit in Massachusetts.
At the Congregational parsonage, Feb.
Mrs. Geo. I. Burnham of South Paris
Mr. Chas. Lowell of Hiram, and Mrs.
still has a class In instrumental music | 22,
Anna R. Marston of Fryeburg, were
here and continues to have new scholars.
united in marriage, Rev. Dr. Tarr offiMrs. A. L. Newton of West Minot, !
ciating.
who is a daughter of W. H. Adams,

==j
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BLUE STORKS.

Buy Underwear Now
And Save floney.

F. A. Sbortleff à Co. have given Hyo

raei a moat thorough and remarkable
teat. For a long time they bave offered
of
to refund the money to any
Hyomei, if it failed to benefit.
The remedy has made ao many cnrea
among their cuatomera that they have
for this winter, but you will
urged it· uae in the moat chronic cue·
your Underwear is all
of catarrh.
Good
now
If
next
need
some
you will save ao per cent.
you
year.
Breathed for a few minute· four time·
a day, through the inhaler that come· interest is it not ?
Λ
with every outfit, it soothe· the irritated
mucous membrane of the nose, throat
Grades,
75c. Grades,
$2.00
and lungs, kills the catarrhal germs, and
"
"
i a5
40c.
50c.
150
Its
health.
beaJing,
restores complete
14
the
to
80
1.00
35c.
antiseptic fragrance pénétrâtes
most remote air passages, as no medicine
taken into the stomach can possibly do.
Immediate relief almost always follows
of our sale of Suits,
A great many have talc*η
the use of Hyomei, and great ( benefit is
Prices cut $2 to
Odd Trousers. Better look into the matter
seen after a tew day's treatment.
The complete Hyomei outfit oosts only
91, and constats of an inhaler that can
Prices.
A Few Fur Coats Left at
be carried in the pocket or purse, and
will last a lifetime, a medicine dropper,
not
is
If
this
and a bottle of Hyomei.
sufficient for a complete cure, additional
bottles of Hyomei can be obtained for
60 cents.
NOi
m.
Compare this small expense with the
fees charged by apecialists, and remember, too, if Hyomei does not cure, F. A.
Shurtleff & Co. will refund your money.

purohaaer

Perhaps

right

buy

65c.

$1.60

Boys'....*..

advantage

Overcoat*,
$4.

yourself.

Cheap

F. H. NOYES CO.,

bor, Carlton Gardner, whose daily sufWednesday evening 'the Edward Little
ferings are intense, calls for the sympaof Authy of the people towards him aud his High School basket bail teamwith
tbe
burn came to Bethel to play
dutiful wife.
of
Having lost the cast of characters for Gould Academy team. The result
"Valley Farm," played at Nezinscot the game was 22-6 in favor of Gould.
Friday Mr. John Brown of South
Hall Monday evening, we give the rere-1 At the Congregational supper to be
sults. The play was highly epoken of, Paris was in Bethel to visit his sister,
who is ill.
cently visited her aunt, Mrs. C. H. Lane. held Wednesday,
the 28th, the young
every actor being highly commended. Mrs. D. W. Hastings,
with
her
home
is
at
Clara
Miss
Berry
The prize speaking of Gould Academy
| people are to present "Almira Pease's
The miyio from Mechanic Falls was
Geo.
W.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Berry,
evenparents.
Album." This will be preceded by
highly spoken of. Receipts 175, the net will be held in Odeon Hall, Friday
for a three weeks' vacation.
music and reading.
proceeds of which, after settling bills, ing, March 2d. Myra Forbes, Verna
has
been
A.
D.
Coburn
Mrs.
visiting
Neda
and
Mercier
|
Florence
goes to the grange. One small boy who Kilgore,
in
relatives
her
Ernest
Carthage.
Philip Barker,
could not get all the frosted cake he Richardson,
North Paris.
WARRANTED TO FIT.
The Willard memorial meeting given
wanted, thought there was not much Holmes, Fitzmaurice Vail and Harold
was well at-1
Feb.
18,
There
Sunday
those
evening,
and
are
to
be
the
is
Our
fast,
speakers.
Young
to it any way.
sleighing going
tended and a good programme was pre- who still have wood and lumber to haul
This Friday eveuing the Turner Dra- will be music as usual.
Gould Academy will close Friday, sented as follows:
are looking rather sober.
matic Club present the play "AmongMisa Lane.
Voluntary,
Wm. E. Cooper and wife visited at
the Breakers" at Nezinscot Hall, ad- March 2d.
service.
the 19th.
The young ladies of the academy gave Praise
PrcsMont Mrs. Bates. Wm. E. Curtis' on
journed from last week owing to a storm.
GRADUATE OPTICIAN,
Scripture reading,
Rev. D. F. Nelson.
Wm. E. Curtis and wife went to NorA drama for school purposes is being the basket ball team a reception Friday Prayer.
Mrs
White.
to
Mother's
Me.
Hymn
Solo. My
on the 20th, combining business
rehearsed to come off in about one week. evening.
way
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
Paper, Miss Willard,Educator and Reformer,
fine sleighing.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Horsey of
Mr*. Pratt. and pleasure, and report
Andover.
visited
and
Tucll.
Churchill
Mrs.
Poem.
family
New York are visiting his mother aud
Clayton
South Paris on the 21st.
The annual ball given by Cabot Lodge, Slng'nir, We're Coming, Dear leader,
sisters, Fannie aud Mrs. Frank Warreu
Chorus of Children, j

WE

<

WE DON'T CHARGE ANY

MONEY CAN BUY.

Spectacles and
Eyeglasses

THAT

RUBBERS

FINEST

THE

SELL

MORE FOR THEM !

J.

PLUMMER.

F.

Samuel Richards,

Over eighty
of Hartford.
K. of P., was a euccess.
Mrs. Whitteu is grealy improved of couples were on the floor. Music was
A fine supper
late. Her nurse, Mrs. Beauroth, is with by Chase's Orchestra.
was served in the lower hall.
her still.
The bills for the band concert are out.
Benj. Gerrish, cattle dealer, carries a
wound on each side of his face from The drawing feature will be the appearance of Dick Johnson, the boy
coming in contact with a cow's horn.
A break in the main pipe up near wonder. He is only 8 years old, but can
head waters has stopped the water flow entertain an audience with his songs
and electric lights. A crew are repairing and impersonations. This will be on
Wednesday, evening, Feb. 28. A good
the same.
Rheumatism is getting in its work house is expected. A light supper and
Fannie Horsey and dance after the concert. Admission 20
quite generally.
Henry Ricker and the writer, usually cents.
Mrs. Timothy Hastings fell on the ice
somewhat vain of his agility, are cramped into crippledom, and with other com- and dislocatcd her shoulder, but is reslowly.
plications it greatly exhausts him to use covering
Master Howard Dunning tipped a ketthe pencil. But it must be done. But
few years ago great sport was made over tle of hot water from the stove on to his
the stuff, but now town topics has be- leg, scalding it badly.
The schools are all closed for the wincome standard goods.
ter term. Good work has been done,
τ» cm .sumlier.
and the same teachers will be retained
The Baptist society met at Mr. F. A. another term.
The Sisterhood will give a whist party
Farrar's Wednesday for the first time
Feb.
this season. There was a
large at- to the K. of P. on Monday evening, be a
tendance.
Eighty pontons partook of 20, at their hall. This bids fair to
the bountiful dinuer of baked beans and jolly time.
R. A. Grover is pushing work at his
pastry. Many were the pleasant greetof
ings between old friends who had not dowel mill, and with the number
met before this winter.
It was a merry hands employed it looks as if he intends
to get through earlier than last year.
company bent ou having a jolly time.
The Farrington Brothers have their
Parlor croquet and other games were
mill, also Mr.
played and with music the day passed birch all landed at their has
about 150
Among those from out Barton of East Andover
very pleasantly.
cords
to
saw.
of town were Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Xoyes
to haul 75
has
his
contract
Will
Cole
and Mrs. Eugene Hammond of South
Paris and Mr. and Mrs. Β. K. Dow aud thousand of hemlock lumber from RoxMr. and Mrs. America Andrews of North bury to East Andover mill nearly comParis. There will be another dinner in
about two weeks.
The S. B. R. Club was entertained by
J. Brown Thursday.
The
Mrs. F.
exercises were nearly all in commemoration of Washington's birthday. A finely
rendered recitation by Mrs. Geo. A.
Chandler was listened to with interest.
Two new members were received into
the club, Mrs. Arthur Bonney and Mrs.
Rodney Chandler. Cake and coffee were
served by the hostess.
The W. R. C. are making preparations
for a fair to be held some time in March.
W. E. Doblo made a trip to Bowdoinham recently and called to eee Luther
Maxim, a former resident of this town.
He reports Mr. and Mrs. Maxim to be in
good health and spirits and very much
pleased with their new surroundings,
and that they seem to be in a much more
prosperous condition than when they
lived here. Miss Fannie, their daughter,
who had been an invalid for about a year
at the time of their removal, is still in
the same physical condition, but her
friends will be glad to hear that her
mind, which was at times wandering, is
entirely restored. Their son Freeman
was away from home at work teaming.
Sumner.
0. L. Varney has gone to Massachusetts on a short visit.
Hattie Abbott has gone to Barrett to
work for Mrs. L. B. Heald.
Mrs. Julia Bowker visited relatives at
West Sumner last week.
C. H. Bonney and wife went to South
Paris one day last week on business.
Born Feb. 14tb, to the wife of C. A.

Bonney,

a

daughter.

Ethel Morrill is visiting
L. Morrill, ia Woodstock.

her uncle, C.

Oxford.
Miss Alfreda Brewster of Portland
lectured here last week
under the
auspices of the W. C. T. U.
Everett Cook and a college classmate,
Mr. Reed of Bridgton, were here for a
short time last week.
The high school teacher and pupils
went to Hebron Academy Friday.
Elder S. J. Hersom of Richmond visited at Alton Verrill's Thursday.
Presiding Elder Parsons spoke at the
M. E. church Thursday evening.

The Congregationalist Ladies' Society

met at the chapel Thursday afternoon.
Annie Uazen is at home from Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. James Favor of Norway
attended the drama Wednesday evening
and visited at Mr. C. S. Hayes1.

East hebron.
Phillips and Mies Millie
Saunders passed last week in his old
home with the family.
Ho has been

Harry

B.

from the old home most of the time for
eeveral years. Their old friends were
pleased to see them in East Hebron
again. He has a farm in Minot, but has
worked in the railroad stations for some
time.
Mrs. L. R. Hodsd»n and granddaughter, Hazel Hodsdon, passed last week in
Auburn with relatives and friends.
The report comes that Mrs. Smith,
who passed last summer and autumn
with her father, Mr. E. Lane, in this
lace, to regain her health, is now conned to her bed at her borne in Boston,
with her family, and Is very feeble again.
Work is plenteous on wood, but all are
engaged, as a workman is hard to find
who will saw wood.
Our citizens are becoming tired of too
many dogs and are giving them away.

S

Mason.
Austin Hutchinson was in town Monon business and took dinner with
Krvin Hutchinson.
Irving Wilson of Bethel with family
visited at S. O. Graver's the 20th.
Walter Merrill is at work for John

day

Westleigb.

Mrs. McLaughlin of Maasachusetts is
with her sister, Mrs. E. C. Uhlman, who
has been very sick but is on the gain

now.

pleted.

ureenwooa.

That was rather a fine picture presented by Jack Frost last Sunday morning, every object out doors being thickly
covered with frozen vapor, not excepting
the thermometer, from which it was
necessary to remove it in order to learn
the temperature, when it was found to
lack only three degrees of being at znro.
Two of our folks were visiting at West
Bethel at the time and reported it one
degree colder there, while at the Center
it was 10 below zero.
But there ha* been a February thaw
since then, so that now the snow is more
than half gone, and there are big spots
of bare ground in the fields and pasture.
On the whole it rather looke now as
though the sledding would not reach far
into March. These weather locals were
written for those persons living far away
In other states, rather than for "we the
Oxford Bears.'1
Our visitors, thus far during the week,
Miss Cora
were Miss Mary Brooks,
Morgan, I. W. Swan, wife and little
Miss
Woodie.
Ethel
and
daughter,
It was estimated that not less than a
dozen persons died last year with whom
we had been more or less acquainted in
former years, and now a record will be
kept so as to get at the faots. Two have
already passed over "to the pale realms
of shade11 since the new year came in—
Capt. John F. Dearborn and Rev. Mr.
Budden. King Christian of Denmark, and
Gen. Joseph Wheeler were both well
known in history, but not personally.
During the season of 1S73 we worked
in the Yarmouth quarry getting out
granite for the Albany, Ν. Y., capital
building, and supposed it was all finished in the course of a year or two from
that time; but now we have the startling
news that although nearly 25 million
dollars have been expended on the building it is still not only unfinished, but a
part of it has settled so that work will
That
have to be done over again.
naturally reminds us of the time it required to build Solomon^ temple.
Some of the barns begin to look empty,
and one man at least has already bought
hay, and yet another week before March.
One lady wished to know what the
phrase Intra Muros means, the title of
The
the book referred to last week.
rest of the title of the book reads—Or
within the Walls. This seems to explain itself, the first phrase being Latin.

ία

Reminiscences and anecdotes of Miss
Willard
Miss Koch.
b P«em, In Memory,
Llla Cole.
Recitation,
Paper. The W. C. T. U. Pioneer of Woman's
Mrs. White.
Clubs,
Miss Koch.
Poem, Sometime,
Mrs. Bates.
Explanation of Willard fond,

Can you

Job Lot Shoes at

Oscar Chandler and wife and Mrs.
Horace Farrar visited at John G. Crawford's on the 20th.

Since

a

$1.00.

Miss Christina Koch of Portland

Nelson Cole is

working

playing

were

on

various

musical in-

roe costumes or

tne

ladies

mane

οτ

crepe paper were in couples as follows:
Mrs. F. S. Faruum, Mrs. A. 0. Perham,
green and white with pink poppies; Mrs.
C. H. Bates, Mrs. A. D. Swift, white
with yellow roses; Mrs. C. E. Chase,
Miss Jennie M. Brown, green and white;
Miss Alice M. Dunham, Miss Nellie A.
Hammond, imitation flags in red, white
and blue. All the costumes were pretty
and effective.
The end men were Carroll A. Bacon,
Clarence L. Kidlon, Edgar L. Wood and
Geo. H. Jones, and were dressed in
white suits. They did good work, and
were indispensable to the success of the
entertainment, Mr. Wood and Mr. Bacon
being especially good in their songs and
clog dancing. Mr. Wood played bones
and Mr. Bacon tambourine. There were
many good jokes and local hits. The
names of the rest of the gentlemen who
took part are as follows: H. R. Tuell,
H. C. Loveland, John Brock, W. H.
Barker, C. Everett Chase, and F. L.
Pike of Norway, who very kindly assisted by singing in the choruses, also rendering the song "Just a Little Rocking
Chair and Ton," on the first evening.
All these were in dress suits with white
vests and gloves. Mr. Brock
sung
"Angelena," and Mr. Loveland "Ola
Kentucky Home" whioh were well received by the audience. Miss Dunham
sang "Rufus Rastus Johnson Brown1' on
Farnum and
the first evening. Mrs.
Mrs. Perham sang "Under Southern
Skies," and Mrs. Bates "Why Adam
Sinned," with violin obligato by Miss
Brown and guitar accompaniment to
"Under Southern Skies" by Mrs. Bates.
Mrs. Bates also sang on the flrst evening
the song "Robinson Crusoe." All these
received generous applause. The song
"On Tour Way" was well sung by Mrs.
Swift. The song "Dinner Bells" with
response by chorus wad sung by Mr.
Jones. The two character songs "'Deed
I Do" by Mrs. Bates and Mr. Wood, and
"Ebenezer Brown" by Mrs. Farunm
with Mr. Bacon ω "best man" were

especially well done and made a decided
hit. The song "Ebony Bells" was by
the eight ladies, their costumes showing
to good advantage.
The farces were well played, those
who took part being Mr. Bacon and Mr.

helpful

taken.

Hebron.

The basket ball game Friday evening,
the 16ih, .between Coburn and Hebron,
scored 21 to 12 in favor of Hebron.
The game played Wednesday, the 21st,

between the Rokomeka Club and Hebron
was also won by Hebron 25 to 10.
À. J. Turner has gone to Norway for
three weeks to repair docks and watches.
L. D. Randall is «sent lor Allen's bath

lyatem and fountain brushes and portable
bath in Hebron, Paris and Mechanio
Fall·. Mr. Randall baa met with good

incceaa

in hi· own

neighborhood

befoie

starting for other placet. The system
teems to be a good one.
Last Friday evening a few young married people gave Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Merrill a surprise party. ▲ pleasant evening was spent in playing Flinoh, etc.,
till 12 o'clock.
Mrs. H. A. Cuahman and

visit
Mrs. Judge Bonney is In the
ι for day·.

Daisy

are

In Auburn

on a

daughter

plaoe for

tk·

Buck· of Large One·.

It has often been askeil how small
and weak birds manage to fly such
enormous distauces when migrating.
As a rule, however, small birds that

birds

long journeys successfully

We

Frothingham,

3c. EACH,
FOR 5c.

con-

siderable tracts of ocean. l>ut the reason is that they are carried on the
backs of the larger ones. When passing an autumn in Crete a writer asserts that he distinctly heard the twittering of small birds when flocks of

BROOKS—The

sand cranes were passing overhead on
their way to southern shores. On another occasion, when flriug a gun, he
saw three small birds rise from the
flock aud disappear again among the
A native priest assured him
cranes.
that they came over from Europe
with them, while it has been found
that small birds, never before seen in

complete from
heavy butcher
at

the

things

wear.

can

evening dress,

an

also show you

trimmings

for all these

would

we

that

selling
Sincerely

fine line of

a

goods.

goods
cheap.

If in need of any winter

we are

them

Norway, Jan'y

34,

new

forget

don't

yours,
S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE.

1906.

CLEARANCE SALE
OF MEN'S

Next to Poet

all the small lots and broken sizes.
sold at once. They are marked at
them quick.

Pharmacist.

Tea & Coffee Business.

are now

H.

DTRiiril/IDrD
HL.ITII_mLJL.il

South Paris, Maine.

what you eat.

104

Papers

Also Window & Door Frames. In
If in want of any klrnl of Finish for Inside

or

Outside work, send In your orders Pine Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing

and Job

E,
West

W.

CHINDLER,
Maine.

Sumner

THE CALM BAD MAN.

βΟ YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

Uunnreroan Than the Ob·
Who Bloater·.

Patents

The bud man of geauiue sort rarely
looked the part assigned to him iu the
popular imagination. The long haired
blusterer, adorned with α dialect that
utsver was spoken, serves very well In
eastern fiction about the west, but that
Is not the real thiug. The most dangerous man was apt to be quiet and
smooth spoken.
When an antagonist
blustered and threatened, the most
dangerous bad man only felt risiug In
his own soul, keen and stern, that
strange exultation which often comes
with combat for the man naturally
brave. A western officer of established
reputation once said to me while speaking of a personal difficulty Into which
he had been forced: "I hadn't been in
anything of that sort for years, and I
wished I was out of It Then I said to
myself, 'Is It true that you are getting
old and have lost your nerve?' Then
all at once the old feeling came over
me, and I was just like I used to be. I
felt calm and happy, and I laughed after that.- I jerked my gun and ehoved
It Into his stomach. He put up his
tiands and apologized. Ί will give you
ει hundred dollars now,' he said, 'If
yon will tell me where you got that
gun.' I suppose I was a trifle quick
tor him."—St. Louie Poet-Dispatch.

MVS

wwwmw^m

Disions

wsaran·

rfRHH^

W1

Copyrights Ac.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
whether an
quickly ascertain our opinion freeCommunicaInvention Is probably patentable.
tion· ut rlctly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patent·
tent free. Oldest agency for secartncpateot·.
Patent· taken through Munn & Co. twelve
tpteiai notice, without charge, in tbe

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest circulation of any scientlflc journal. Term·, U a
rear; four months, ft Sold by an newsdealers.

tatiesslgft*
Wood for Sale.
Good four-foot

well seasoned.

R. F. D. a,

J.

dry

hard

wood,

S. BROWN,
South Paris.

PRINTERS.
We are looking for a few country printers,
joys who have partly completed their trade, who
ire square, bright and amblfous to become the
9 EST workmen In their line. To each, wbo can
'arnlsh references, we can offer «-«rest oppor,unity to perfect themselvee. Write ne all about
rourself, by whom employed and bow long,
kddress P. O. Box ttt, Bangor, Maine.

to ikrt
FEMALE COMPOSITORS.
"Wasn't the bride delightfully timid7"
I can place a few good compositors In one of I
bebestofioes In tbe country. Beet of wages I
"Very. She was even ehy ten years ι &Δ
good working conditions. Addreee wttbl1
whm It cum to firing her MP·"
«itfealars, P. oTyox 193, Bangor, Main·.

j

I

One

Work.| Year

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale

—

marked down.

qualities,

have

MAINE.

ΜΑΟΛυ

\

iviniivi

31,

1906.

LIMIT

CHANDLER,

1 will furnleh DOORS an-1 WINDOWS of any
Site or Style at reasonable prices.

floor, their benches in front of them.
The air Is full of whitish dust, and the
light admitted by the single window
and the open door is so dim that the
exquisite tracery of the wrought shells
is a mystery even before the visitor
notes how few. simple and crude are
the Instruments employed.
Marlon
Ilarland in Lippincott's.

are

THE

uuro

Builders' Finishl

people make a living by
this industry, which Is 500 years old.
In the shops the workmen sit upon the

move

FOSTER,

B.

NORWAY,

A. W. Walker & Son's,

About 1"0

overcoats

Boys' Russian vests, 75c. and $1
been marked down to 25c.

Stove Wood and
Coal at

E. W.

$12.

All of our winter
Fur Coats at Cost.

Edgings,

Digests

to

A large assortment of $15 suits are in this mark
Most of them made by Hart, Schaflfher &
down.
AH $15 suits
Marx. Light and dark patterns.

Slab Wood,

uyspepsia

prices

light

to be

All of our $12 single breasted suits in gray,
brown and other desirable mixtures are now $10.

Cord Wood,

Kodoi

to

They're

Several lots of $10 suits in quite a variety of patterns, all sizes at present, for $7 50 per suit.
Men's double breasted suits in neat plaid eflects,
all sizes 34 to 44, sold for $12, now $10.

We offer a special opportunity and will start you
In a Tea, Coffee and Spice business of your own;
hundreds hive been successful under our co-operation and are now prosperous merchants; we
assl't you and work with you to make you successful ; teas In any quantity 8c to 23c. per pound
for the Uncut grades ; write for our new 1006 price
list and special Information ; 35 years In business.

The chief industry of Liethlehem of
Judaea is that of the mother-of-pearl
workers.
Tl.e shells are brought from the Ited
sea and in the hands of native artisans
are polished aud carved, the larger into
elaborate designs. The smaller are cut
up for rosaries and crosses. The work
is all done by hand, and the methods
are amazingly primitive to a spectator
from the home of steam and electric
power. Hut the results are extraordinary. The largest shell we saw was
carved In scenes from the birth of
Christ, the agony in the garden and
the crucifixion, and had the general effect of delicate frostwork. Under the
magnifying glass every detail was seen
to be perfect In outline and in finish.
It was exucuted to order for a wealthy
American and was to cost $100.

brings

Black worsted frock coats, from suits that sold
from $ro to $16, extra wearing qualities, your
choice for $2.

Office, South Paris.

IN THE

▲ Bethlehem Industry Which la Five
Hundred Yeum Old.

OVERCOATS.

Our stock taking, just completed,

WE WILL START YOU

THE PEARL WORKERS.

=

SUITS

2

certain parts, have beeu brought thither at times of migration.
Another cause is that small birds do
not make their journeys In one flight.
They generally rest during the day,
searching for food, aud thus proceed NEW YORK, CHINA & JAPAN TEA CO. (IMPORTERS),
Hudson and Canal Streets, New York City.
to their destination by easy stages.

He In Mure

a

like to have you glance at the new veilings in
Alice blue, reseida green and cream.

POST CARDS,

make

over

have

we

white linen

a

Last but not least be sure to look
check wool suitings, the correct

If you wish

NEW VIEWS
IN COLORED

have conic very fur across the sea
have not flown, but have been blown
over during violent gales, and many of
them arrive on land in a half deud
condition.
In fair weather small

suitings

Don't leave out

Our line is
summer.
fine handkerchief linen to a

for street

only

40

BIRD JOURNEYS.
on

per yard. ,
Then in shirt waist

new

new

have received

we

linen.

in the lower

Bmall Animal· Often Travel

ginghams,

the

see

most of them are

dress this
a

Over

struments, including four paper horns,
violin, banjo, etc.

you last

wrote

beautiful line.

pects to speak in the Baptist church part of the town for Ai Estes.
Oxfords, formerly sold at $2.00,
Sunday, March 4th. She is a very ] Ernest Cole has finished his year's
1.75, 1.50, 1.25. Your Choice
pleasant speaker.
work for Mr. Ring and is now at home.
The minstrel entertainment Wednes-1
Mrs. J. G. Coffin has been at Mechanic for fl.OO.
day and Thursday evenings of last week Falls caring for her son Guy who has
was a great success, and was the most been
quite sick there.
"swell" programme ever staged here by
The youngest child of Charlie Farnum
The audience speak in died Monday and was buried Wednesday.
coon talent.
very complimentary terms of the enter- It was a very sick child—pneumonia.
South Paris.
tainment and eeemed well satisfied. Mr. and Mrs. Farnum have now moved
They were especially pleased with the | into Rufus Virgin's house at South
song and dance of the four pickaninniee, Bethel.
Master Ivan Tuell, Hazel Bacon, Roy
Mr. Casey will hold his dancing school
Perham and Earle Bacon, who in white Thursday evening of next week instead
dress and sunbonnet was a very cute of Friday.
little girl. All of them had most approMrs. Dana Grant entertained the
priate costumes. In the opening over- Ladies' Union Circle Thursday afterture Ivan Tuell was the drum major noon, the 22d.
who led in the band of eight ladies, who

W. 0.

large

ioc.

and

soon

good·?

we

lot of

in

come

of

spring line

We are having some very pleasant
weather just now, it being so warm that
I have 30 pairs Ladies' Kid, Butthe snow is melting off very fast and
there are many bare spots to be seen.
and Lice Boots, Heel and Spring
ton
Offering.
By Miss Koch
Closing hymn and prayer,
Heel, Wide and Narrow Toes, forLocke's Mills.
Miss Koch had some personal acquaint-1
sold at $3.50, 3 00, 2.50, 2.00,
a
with
Miss
Willard
and
ance
gave very [
Mrs. Wesley Cole is laid up with a bad merly
interesting talk. The church was pret- knee. She fell some weeks ago and cut 1.50.
Your Choice of (hie
tily decorated with flags and pledge ] the knee, but that seemed nearly well
cards with a large picture of Miss Wil- when erysipelas set in and she is now Lot 11.00.
lard hung in front of the pulpit.
having a hard time.
Also a few pairs of Ladies' Kid
ex-1

Ridlon as coons, also Mrs. Farnum and
Mrs. E. R. Davis, Mr. W. H. Lurvey and
Mr. J. H. Cole. The sermon "Why
Adam and Eve Turned White" by H. C.
Loveland was most logical and convincing. Each evening four ladies, Mrs.
Farnum, Mrs. Bates, Mrs. Perham and
Mrs. Chase, played a quartette selection
tasï tsrownneid.
on the paper horns.
Mr. aDd Mrs. William Leavitt and
The cake walk was done in great style,
little son Ralph of Portland spent a few the flrst couple being Mr. Bacon and
days at their summer home here last Mrs. Bates; the second, Mr. Ridlon and
week.
Mrs. Swift; two of the pickaninnies also
Mr. George Haley and Mies Cora Giles having a short part on the flrst evening.
were married Monday morning, Feb. 26, The "imitation" couple, Mr. Chase and
and-left immediately for Japan where Mrs. Farnum in comic costume, were a
Mr. Haley is engaged in teaching.
great success.
The drama "Valley Farm" presented
Mr. H. S. Day as interlocutor received
was
school
students
the
very many compliments. His costume was a
by
high
successful. The proceeds were about dress coat with trimmings of pink velvet,
knee pants of the same velvet and white
twenty-six dollars.
Mr. and Mrs. Fessenden, who have vest. Mrs. Η. H. Wardwell was piano
been ill, are improving.
accompanist for the whole programme
Mrs. Annette McLucas is seriously and did most efficient work. She was
at the rehearsals and kindsick.
very
A service in memory of Miss Willard ly loaned her piano for the two evenings.
An The stage was prettily trimmed with
was held at Mrs. Bean's, Jan. 16.
interesting programme was carried out. ounting in rea, wnne ana oiue, wnn
It was voted to send two dollars to the pictures of Washington and Lincoln die~
memorial fund.
played. On the last evening Mr. Walter
Chandler of Norway was present and
made up in clown costume and did some
South Rumford.
remarkable balancing with lamps and
Mrs. Maggie Russ is doing table work
several other articles. He received a
in Hotel Rumford.
The Good Will Society
encore.
John Russ attended the funeral of bis hearty
and the committee wish to express their
brother, William Rues, at Groveton, N. sincere thanks to all who assisted
in any
H., last week.
to make the entertainment a sucMrs. Arthur Lane has been quite sick way
more especially to those who were
from the effects of an abscess in the cess,
outside of the society who rendered
spine.
such valuable aid. The proceeds on the
John Dopill and wife, who are both
first evening were over 970, it being the
in poor health, have closed their bouse
audience ever in the hall,
and gone to the Falls to live with their largest pay
even the standing room being taken.
son.
the sale of ice cream and cake
Arthur Lane attended the meeting of Inoluding
on the last evening, over $115 has been
R. F. D. carriers at South Paris, Feb. 22.

Ε. H. Morrill went to Hastings after
Byron.
calves one day the past week.
Mr. Jotham Shaw and family visited
Ervin Hutchinson is loading a car of at Weld
Sunday.
hard wood for Anburn parties.
Virgil Taylor has been laid up for
about a week with a lame side, caused by
Denmark.
a fall while hunting.
He slipped on the
Silver Rebekah Lodge, No. 10, enter- ice and came down on his
gun.
tained Pearl Lodge if Brown field ThursMiss Ethel Philbriok is able to sit up.
day evening. There were 42 present
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Young visited at
from Brownfield. After the
regular J. A. Pressey's Tuesday.
meeting a fine entertainment was given
Jotham Shaw is hauling ioe to the mill
consisting of singing, eto.
in No. 6.
Mr. Frank Kennison bad the misfortune to jam his thumb badly and is
Dickvale.
now in the hospital at Portland, having
had an operation performed, fearing
Mrs. Abbie Irish went to Lewiston
blood poisoning. At last acoounts he this week for treatment of her eyes.
was doing well.
Misa Jennie Iriah has finished her
The saowln this section is about all aohool in the Knox distriot, and is now
at home.
gone.
stopping
Mr. F. C. Jewett baa begun making
Simeon Morrill is cutting wood far H.
cans at the oorn shop for the ooming O. Rowe.
season.
Ernest Andrews and H. E. Bowker
Mr. I. H. Berry has been appointed are at work for Alfred Hammond.
administrator of the estate of
Maurioe
and Gerald Tree/ are selling
Wm.
I
Hiaaltlne, West Denmark, It is reported. treeh fish.

Dear Friends:

THE NEW-YORK
TRIBUNE FARMER

is a twenty page national illustrated agricultural weekly
for farmers and their families, and stands at the bead of

practical paper for practical
the largest possible profit
from the farm through practical methods.
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful to
the farmer's wife, eons and daughters, whose interests it
the

For

agricultural

press.

It is a

farmers, helping them to

| $1.75.
But

secure

in an attractive manner.
regular price is Sl-00 per year, but until March 31,
1000, we will receivo your subscription for TIIK NEW
YORK TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own

covers

Subaoriptions
Must

The

favorite local newspaper, THE
Maine.

Be

Received

By
March

Thirty-flrat.

DEMOCRAT, South

Pari*,

Both Papers Qae Year for Only $1.75.

Send jour order and money to THE DEMOCRAT.
Your name and address on a postal <*ard to THE NEWYORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, will briog

you a free

sample

copy.

Women's Unlined Boots $3
Soft
We have a line of Women's Unlined Boota for $3.00.
Vici Kid, rubber heel. They are very comfortable and durable, if you have trouble with your feet they will please you.
We also have the

Lady Washington Boot for $2.00
Made expressly for enlarged joints. We will guarantee you
comfort if you will let us fit you. We make a specialty of
all kinds of comfort shoes for both house and street wear.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,
Ε. N. SWBTT, Manâger.

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Stletrain.

The #yford
^

rehearsal
femocvxl ; I thisNoweek.

Hon. Enoch Foster of Portland was ι
South Pari· Saturday.

SOUTHPABI&
Ο

Harry P. King of Portliad
Sunday with relative».

ΚΑΚΟ TBD» KA1LWAY.

over

commencing October 1,1906,
THAI)!·

LBAT·

liôlntfup

»

A.

Subject at the Universalist
next Sunday moraine, "What is

•

aion?"

Congregational Church.

K'r-t
Pastor.

service 10 tô a.m.;

Sabbath Schou
u.
κ μ worth l^-tguc Meeting β 15 p.
M
7 00 ρ
prayer nice!
events prayer ravelin* da»s
cvenl;
meetlog,
rrittaj
g;
1.· .Jay
-ra.

i

;

·■:

:i«

! meeting day.

Kev J. Wallace Choeuro
« hurch.
>n Sunday, preaching service 10 .45 a
School 12 M.; Y. I* 8. C. Ε « "25 ρ
Priver meeting 7 P. M ; Tuesday evenloi
All an
Seals free.
vice at 7-30.
χ

Bal tic

M

»>er
weVonie
J H. Little, Pastor
I p! r- i!lst Church. Kev.
at 10*5 a. m
Prr:i hlr.iC service every Sunday
12 M.
Evening service, ;
3. lay School at
p.

;

STATKU MKKTINGS.

Lodge, No. 94. Ke«ulai
Κ t A M.—Pari
-e.tr»· Tuesday evening on or before fullinoon
Mount Mica l.odge, regular meet
I. i.· ·. F
in.;., Τ uraday evening of each week.—Auron
merit, ν ret anil third Monday evenlugi
a

—

At the M. E. church the supper of th<
will be given Wednesday evening
March 7. The men have this in chargt
which insures it a great success. Dou'i
fail to be there.
season

of each month.

Mount Pleasan Kebekah Lodge, No
K
1»
or eact
3ij, .cet- secod m«! fourth Fridays
m >nto !n Odd b ellows' Hall.
<,. Λ Κ.—W. Κ. Kimball Post, Nt>. 14c, meet!
of eact)
dr : a: 1 third Saturday evening
month, in t». A. K. Hall
Aral
meets
Relief
ball
Kin:
Κ
Corps
W
..'ri -at un lay avenlngs of esch month, la
—

The Home Missionary Society mel
with Mrs. Gray last Friday. After at
interesting programme on "Our Indian
Neighbors" a social hour with refresh-

an

Belief Corps Hall.
P. of H.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
r-t an>l third
Saturday, during the
In
re alii ut of the year, meet» every Saturday,

ments was

King was
Sunday.

The store of X.
η ill be closed all

stock.

Mrs. George Giles was called home
from Boston Saturday on account of the
serious illness of her sister, Miss Cora
Keen. Miss Keen lies in a very critical
condition this Monday morning.

at home from

Dayton Bolster Λ Co.
day Tuesday to take

The Odd Fellows will have a special
train for Auburn Thursday afternoon,
when Mount Mica Lodge by invitation
visits Abou Ben Adhem. The tra'n will
leave South Paris about 5:45 o'clock.

Kay A. Chapman, who has been teach·
iu£ this winter in Milo, is here for the
vacation.

(ieorge Dewey ilollis of Sumner is
visiting his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
lieorge M. Cutting.
Alva Shurtleff, one of the oldest citi-

was unable to
account of the
serious illness of Mrs. Baldwiu, and the

Rev.

preach

A.

on

K.

Congregational

on

pulpit

was

supplied by

William R. Redden, a student at Bates.
of the place, who has been confined
Mr. ami Mr», tieorge W. Frothingbam
to the house for some weeks, is again so
came up from Portland Saturday eight.
as to be on the street.
but
Mr. Frothingbam has returned,
Carl Mason went to Berlin, X. H., Mrs. Frothingbam will remain
hero
in
the
Thursday to play clarionet
through tbe Uni versai is t fair of this
Uranite Orchestra for the Elks'ball at week.
that
that place
evening.
Rev. A. W. Pottle and wife of BuckMrs. C. W. Bowker entertained a num- field were calling un South Paris friends
an
iuformal
at
friends
her
of
ber
lady
Wednesday. Mr. Pottle was formerly
thimble party last Monday afternoon. the popular pastor of the M. £. church
The time was socially spent, and light here and made many friends during bis
refreshments were served.

pastorate.

Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Davis were called
here last week on account of trie serious
illness of their daughter, Mrs. C. L.
Buck. She is now somewhat better, and
Dr. and Mrs. Davis bave returued home.
Mrs. Gushing of Lewiston, a trained
nurse, is caring for Mrs. Buck.

Mr. Titus, who has been night operthe station here, has been transSale of seats for the Pink Carnation
ferred to Gorham, Ν. H., and his place Minstrels opened at ShurtlefTs Saturday
here is taken by James Mason of Island morning, and was one of the briskest
Pood, a brother of B. W. Mason, who ever seen. More than half of the house
was night operator here for quite a while for Thursday evening, and about a hunseveral years since.
dred seats for the second evening, were
There are sure to
The Seneca Club will be entertaiued at sold on the tirst rush.
the home of Mrs. Walter Dennison this be two good houses
Monday evening by Mrs. Dennison and
Master Francis, son of Ε. E. Chapman,
Mrs. Clark. The programme as laid out is congratulating himself on his success
consists of a sketch, Noted English as a hunter.
Saturday forenoon he
Writers, Mrs. Agnes Penfold, current brought in a woodchuck which he had
aud
events, and a paper, Famous Artists
shot. Evidently the ground hog waited
Sculptors, Miss Iva McArdle.
tdl after Candlemas Day before he came
ator at

Stearns closed a very
ten weeks of private
school Wednesday of last week, and gave
her scholars a sociable at the ladies'
in the
parlor of the Uni versai ist church themevening. The scholars enjoyed
selves highly. Miss Stearns has given
instruction iu the eighth and ninth
Miss Kuth I.

successful term of

grades.

February has been decidedly the most
wintrish of the winter months, and for
nearly three weeks did not give us a
thaw such as we have come to expect
thaw
every few days this season. The
got along all right last week, and teams
from Paris Hill showed up on wheels
Friday morning. Since then it has been
about all thaw, and runners have pretty
nearly disappeared. It's a queer winter.

On Thursday, which, being Washington's birthday, was a holiday for carriers
on rural free delivery routes, thirteen of
the carriers of Oxford County met at
South Paris and organized a Rural
Letter Carrier*' Association. The meetand
ing was held in Grand Army Hall,
the party took dinner at the Andrews
House. The purposes of the association are purely social. There are now
tweuty-six of these routes in Oxford
Countv. The next meeting of the association will be held at Bethel May 30th.
The officers of the association are as

follows:

PreaMeot—J. Κ Kln«. South ParK
Cole,
Vice-President—Deloralne

Poiul.

Bryant'»

Secretory—J. S. HuWUIdh, Bethel.
Treasurer—Λ L. Holme», South Parte

The supper of the Congregational Circle Thursday eveuing was something
It was in general
out of the ordinary.
charge of a caterer from the Natural
Food Co, who, as was to be expected,
was serving and incidentally or more so
advertising the products of the company.
In addition to the shredded whw.it biscuit and triscuit made by the company,
he also included several other standard
food preparations.
Salads, cold ham
and pastry were contributed bv the
ladies
While
considerably different
from the usual supper, it was thoroughly enjoyed by the large number present.
The vestry was decorated with Hags, and
the eutertainment which followed the
supper was appropriate to Washington's

birthday.
.^s

tne

next issue 01

cue wemocnn

win

be printed OQ town meeting day, it is
probable that the usual custom will be
The
followed of printing two editions
tint will contain the doings of the Paris
town meeting up to the time of adjournThis edition will be
meDt for dinner.
mailed at the usual time Monday afternoon.
The second edition will report
the doings of the town meeting in full,
and will be delivered to subscribers in
the towns of Paris and Norway as soon
as practicable after the adjournment of
the meeting. This is of course assuming that no extraordinary situation will
develop, such as the lengthening of the
session to such an extent as to require an
adjournment to another day to complete
the business. Such an event is hardly
to be expected, though for several years
the amount of talk put forth has made a
considerable iucrease in the length of
the meeting over what it used to be.

•

member for almost seventy-four years

let 77
265 00

281 94

KKSOCKCK8.

$5,521 32

$

Balance uncollected town tax, 1902,
Balance uncollected town tax, 19Ki,
Balance uncollected town tax, 1904
Balance uncollected town tax, 1905
Due from Corinth
Hue from Rumford,
Due from Woodotock,
Cash In han·!· or Trcnsurer,

191 02
812 36
1,205 84
9,(8* 74
32 50
29 00
8 90
2.188 72

$13,524 W

Tota'

$13.534 08
13.42132

Resoui ce*,

Liabilities

Alton C. Wheeler, superintendent of
schools, in his report states that in
accordance with his expressed intention
at the beginning of the year, he is not a
candidate for that position again, and
the superintending school committee,
after noting the death of Dr. Woodbury
and the appointment of Charles H.
Howard in his place for the remainder
of the year, have this to say:
"In view of the fact that the recommendations of the committee were cut
down so seriously that we found it impossible to complete the schools without
overdrawing the funds provided, we
have no desire to again undertake the
task, therefore, Dr. Wheeler, whose term
expires next year, hereby tenders his
resignation and the two whose terms expire this year announce that under
present conditions they will not accept a
re-election; thus giving the town a free
hand to elect an entirely new board that
shall more nearly conform to its ideas of

economy."

Corporation Reports.

...

j

by

j
{

Congregational < hurch, Rev. B. 8.
Rideout, Panto-. Preaching service Sunday,
1030 ▲. M.; Sabbath School,IS.-00 M.; T. P B.
C. *., Sunday Kvenlng, β 30 P. M.; Social Meeting· 7 DO P. M ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,
Tuesday evening.
Davis,
Univeraallst Church, Ββτ. 8. «.
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 1030
▲. M. Sabbath School, MM; Y. P.C. U. meetSecond

ing. 7Λ0 P.M.
Methodist Ohurch. Rev. C A. Brooks, Pastor.
Preaching service, 1030 A. M.; Sabbath School,
IS KM M.; Soc'al Evening Meeting, 730 P.M.,
meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting

prayer

Epworth League, 8unday
Kriday evening.
evening, β 30ΡΓΜ.
Rev. E. 8. Cotton, Pastor
Church,
Baptlv
Preaching service. 1030 A. M.; Sabb th School,
12.-00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P.
>!., Wednesday evening, 730.
«TATKTi mem*)».
F ft A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
So. 13, In Maaonlc Rail. Friday Evening op or
before full ^>oon. Oxford Royal Aie.h Chapter,
No. 2», as euihles Wednesday Evening, ol or
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. ft 9. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. ι, Ark Mariner», Wednesday evening after
full moon.
I.O. Ο. F.—Norway I.odge.—Regular meeting
11 « »-i I Fellows' Hnll, even· Tuesday Evening.
Wildey Encampment. No" *21. meets in Odd
Follow»' Ha 1, >>ocond an l fourth Friday Even,
lug-» of each month. Mt. Hope R-bokah Lodge,
No. V, m-.-eU oa Unit and third Friday of each
month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Rlock
every Thuredav Evening. U. B., A. O. Noyes
Ο vision. Ν*. 12, mteu third Frldar of each
No. 33, P. S., second
m'>nth. Lake

Four thousand dollars in town notes
has been paid during the year, the stateAssembly,
ment of financial standing in the report and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of U.—Norway Grange muets second and
being as follows:
fourth Sntur lays of each month at Orange Mall.
LIABILITIES.
U. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 64, meets in
Town notes outrunning. Feb. 1,1905, ..$11,900 no Saw G. Α. Π. iall on the flrst Tuesday Evening
4 000 <0 ofeai h month.
Notes paid duriug tbe year,
W. R. C.—Meets in New G. A. R. Hall, Monday uve-dng.
Leaving note·» against town, Fob. 1,
Ν. K. O. P.—Lake-dde Lodge, No. 177, meet* In
1906
$ 7,90000
NewO. A. R. Hall, on the flrst and third Wednesday evenings of each month.
I- debte Inese to school fund at β per
ι) U. A. M.—Norway and 8outh Paris Council,
cent
$ 3.627 SO No. 10, m> cts at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
In tebtedness t > Kray fund at S per
evening.
540 00
ceut
U. O. P. F.—Kim Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
300 00 sei-ond aud fourth Wednesday evenings of each
Cufbman cemetery (unit at 3 per cent.,
Outstanding bills, poor account, .tan.
mouih
395 11
31.19»?
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
Balance agalnet itoor account, ordtnt
meets second aud fourth Thursday evenings of

The annual reports of the South Paris
Village Corporation officers are now
being printed at the Democrat office.
The following is a brief summary of
them:
Total valuation of corporation, ·|ΰ99,·
assessment
Total
92,295 30. |
220.00.
Rate, .0031. Polls, 436. Poll tax, *1.00. ;
Tbe expenditures show balances remaining in all departments except
library. In the light and water investigation department the balance is !
out to view his shadow, but he seems to $338.64. and in the miscellaneous account !
have made a pretty early start after all. ♦208.19.
Resources are $1,130.24, of which
Kev. C. F. Parsons preached in the
is cash in the treasury, and the
Methodist church Sunday evening and 152.13
rest due on taxes. No liabilities.
hold
tbe quarterly conference
will
Tbe treasurer's account isasfollowe:
promptly at 7 p. m., Tuesday. Written
TREASURER'S REPORT.
deof
from
heads
desired
are
reports
Frsuk A. Shurtleff, Treasurer, In account with
partments. The illustrated lectures on the S.-uth Paris Village Corporation for the year
Monday and Tuesday evenings by Mr. ending Feb. 22, 1906.
Dr.
Fogg promise to be of interest to old
and young.
t 317 03 ;
Keel, cash balance last report
29X6,
Alfred H. Jackson, col., bal. ΌΙ tax,
42
The annual meeting of South Paris
Alfred H. Jackson, col., Int '01 tax,
57 03,
Alfred H. Jackson, col., '02 tax,—
Village Corporation comes on Tuesday
1 82 ;
Int '02tax,
Alfred
H.
Jackson,
col.,
evening of next week, March 6. The
21 !>" !
Alfred H. Jackson, col., '03 tax
1 90 :
warrant contaius the usual articles reA lfred H. Jackson, col.. Int. '«3 tax,
SOS
16
'04
II.
of
Alfred
lax,
of
choice
Jackson,
col.,
tbe
hearing
reports,
garding
14
47
*04
Alfred H. Jackson, co!., Int.
tax,
officers, and appropriations, the last
1,651 87
Alfred H. Jackson, col, '05 tax.
69
named including street lights and library,
A lfred H. Jackson, col., Int. 'OS tax.
C. W. Bowker, chief engineer, rent
lu addition to regular routine business,
:
100
engine house hallT.
the following articles will be acted on:
500 00,
Loan
will
vote
to
locate
If
the
To
t»-e
U.
corporation
new hydrant-» on High and Alpine Streets.
$ 3,105 82
CR.
12. To *ee If the corporation will take any
action regarding the contract with the Norway Cash acct. paid new hose
φ 265 00
234 10
Water Co.. which expiree Dec. 1,1«0β.
Fire department
198 23
Miscellaneous orders
13. To nee what lofttructl >n the corporation
Water and light investigawill κίν» the assessors regarding the employ ment
549 91
tion committee,
of police, an·! raise money for the same.
12 00
('are of clock
14. To Hee what action the corporation will
Hvdrant rental,
1,004 fill
takt) regard»# the uuexpcnded appproprlatlon
83 78
Harks
for new hose and hoee carriage of last year.
500 00
Temporary loan
1117
Int. temporary loan
Please keep it fresh in your memory
200
00
Public library
that "At the Sign of the Pink Garnation"
69
#3,063
Hall
off
at
New
will come
Wednesday
5213
Cash balance,
and Thursday of this week, Feb. 28 and
1 3,105 8Î
March 1st. Tbe sale will begin at 2
Fkank A. Shurtliff, Treis.
and
conafternoon
o'clock Wednesday
Chief Engineer Bowker reports four
tinue through Wednesday afternoon and tire alarms during the year, two of which
The
afternoon.
and
evening
Thursday
were stills, the others being at Dr. Woodhall and the various booths will be
bury's and the old Howe store. No large
with
and
decorated
trimmed
handsomely
damage in either case. A very full retinsel and white, and pink carnations,
port is made of the work done by the
and will be worth coming a longdistance tire
department during the year, and
At the various booths
to look upon.
a list of recommendations is prequite
can be found anything and everything
sented, including a live district fire alarm
store"
that you think of. The "country
system, moving hose house near J. J.
you must no* fail to visit. Wednesday, Etueley's and thus doing away with one
in
Good
will
served
be
at tf:30, supper
hose company, and the general improveCheer Hall at the usual price. Thursday ment of tbe fire department to reduce inand Friday evenings. March 1 and 2, surance rate·.
The Carnation Minstrels appear in New
The Fan Tans Have a Banquet.
Hall. The minstrels compose some of
the best talent in town and must be good.
One of the times in the liietorv of the
reserved.
seats
Admission 25 cents, all
Pan Tan Club which will be pleasantly
ShurtlefTs Saturday remembered
Sale opened at
by them all was enjoyed
left
seats
few
area
there
but
morning,
last Tuesday evening, when the club
Pink
Carnation
the
aud
see
Come
yet.
wan entertained at Beal's Hotel, Norand you won't feel sorry.
way, by several of the members who had
not previously given their fellow-memBeautiful Scenery of Boyhood Home.
bers entertainment during the season.
At 0 o'clock the party sat down to one
Sl'OOKSTION OK Λ of the beet banquets that the bouse
WITH INCIOKNTAL
could furnish. Plates were laid for
RKHOTB POSSIBILITY.

Portland, Maine, Feb. 10, 1900.
Editor Democrat:
Recently I bad occasion to answer a
letter received from Prof. Waterman T.
Uewett of Cornell University and in a P.
S. told him that I was afraid that we did
not appreciate when we were youngsters
and liveil there the beauty of South
Paris and vicinity and in reply received
this day from him he says:
"What you write of the scenery of
South Paris is true. ▲ view from your
grandfather's farm is wonderful. The
view frum a spur of a hill in the Perkins
neighborhood (between the Stony Brook
and the Shurtleff district or Hall district) is even more extended, as you
stand in the midst of an amphitheatre
with views on all sides. An electric
One of the oldest and most highly
road to Streakfcd Mountain and a cable
esteemed residents of the place passed
road up the mountain, with an observawhen
away last Monday about 5 p. μ
there, would afford one of the finest
|
tory
Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett quietly breathed
views in Xew England."
her last. She suffered from no disease,
All of which of course might be possibut simply died of old age. Mrs. Hewett
ble were the place large enough.
Rust
was the
daughter of Col. Henry
Tours very truly,
Parsons, and was born in South Paris,
F. £. Boothby.
Aug. 30, 1815. She married Waterman
T. Hewett, and lived first in Mississippi
For State Senator.
and later in Missouri. Mr. Hewett died
Bktukl, Mb., Feb. 23, 1900.
in 1S41>, and soon after hie death Mrs.
Hewett returned to South Paris with hei To the Republican voters of the Count]
of Oxfoni :
children and has ever since occupied the
1 am a candidate for the nomination ol
old Parsons homestead here. She had
iator at our coming county convention
married
Se
three children: Sarah W., who
Kev. Heury O. Tl ayer; Waterman T., To represent the whole county in th<
now as for many years professor of Ger
upper branch of our legislature is a higt >
and dignified honor, and I fully appre
man in Cornell University; and Harvej
S.. who died in young manhood. Mrs. elate the exacting and reeponsible dutlei
Thayer died some years ago. Three ol of the position ; but if nominated ant I
her children are now living—Harvej elected I will try to serve the oount]
Thayer, professor of Qertnan in Prince well.
I invite the energetic support of all
ton University, Miss Annie Thayer ol
Brooklyn. X. T., and Mrs. Richard I Republicans who approve my candi
Andrews of Englewood, N. J., all o! dacy.
Respectfully,
whom were present at the funeral. Mrs
H. H. Hastings.
two sisten
Hewett is also survived
and two brothers—Mrs. Ann G. Mors<
of South Paris, Oliver Parsons of Minne
apolis. Se wall Parsons of Miami, Mo.
and Mrs. Abby Gilkey of Cedar Falls
Iowa. The funeral was held Wednesday
afternoon, attended by Rev. A. K. Bald
win of the South Paris Congregationa 1
church, of which Mrs. Hewett had beei

ceding.

Baldwin

Sunday,

zens

Rawsoo Hoi man ot tr.is place uas recently received an increase of pension to
pay
$l;i per month, including back
His many friends
amounting to
acmost
this
him
on
are congratulating
ceptable windfall.

In the several departments of expenditure no overdraw is shown at the date
of the report, Jan. 31st, except In the
appropriation for poor and common
schools. In the case of the poor appropriation the amount overdrawn is
#161.77, with outstanding bills of $395.11
The overdraw in common schools
amounts to $231.94.
There is au unexpended balance in several departments, the largest being in the miscellaneous account, $481.66, snow bills.
$195.43, town officers' bills, $131 12, and
text book account, $157.47.
The collector's account «hows uncollected taxes amounting to $11,264.96, of
which $9,035.74 is on the taxes of 1905,
and the balance on (he three years pre-

......

>

over

enjoyed.

190,919.00.

papers from a

probate

court in Massa-

the Maias BecMtraaite Company.

bing the parts vigorously

excepting
JUST ONE-HALF.

sold

case*

to

one or

department some few piece·
colors, these we have cut in

two

buying

It is for you, like

SUITINGS in colore, black and blue with hair line stripe, $1.50 quality cut to 75c.
MOHAIR in colors, blue and gray with invisible stripe, $1.00 quality (or 6a l-ac.
6a l-ac.

SUITINGS in blue mixed, 52 inches, $1.00 quality cut to
NOVELTY SUITINGS in 42 in., gray and brown, $1.37 1-2 quality cut to

75c.

SOC.
quality cut to
BLACK DRESS GOODS in very fine 42 in. goods, sold for $1.00, cut to 6a l-ac.
50c.
BLACK DRESS GOODS, .10 inches wide, regular $1.00 quality cut to
1-2
$1,37
in
a
7
pattern, regular
DRESS GOODS of a very high quality,
yards
75c·
.......
goods cut to
37 l-ac.
MOHAIR in 38 in., fancy colors, blue and green, 50c. quality for
for
l-2c.
87
50c.
goods
SUITINGS in gray and red and green mixtures, regular
SUITINGS in pretty mixtures of green, brown and gray, 50c. quality cut to 35c.

SO INCH BLACK DRESS GOODS, 87 l-2c.

SUITINGS in brown mixtures, 50c. quality cut to

35c.

FANCY MOHAIR in blue, 50c. quality

35c.

cut to

Just one little tablet out of a 50 cent

at each

A

few

sleighs

own

Souvenir Post Cards.

more

at your

price

H. P.

largest

showing

to

Designs,

1000 Different

close them out.

comprising

M1LLETT,|

principal pjints

Europe

South Paris,

|

■DBS'· Early Riser·

F. A.SHURTLEFF & CO.
2 Stores,

I Maine.

j
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BUSINESS^

GOING OUT OF

[

j

!,

deceased;)

;3

M. L.UNT,

L.

β

Main

felephone

St., Norway

Your SPRING Η AT

Free text

books,

Repair of school buildings,
icnool Insurance, apparatus, etc.
Roads, etc.,
tnow bills,
state rond.
Public Library,
111th School,
Memorial Day,
Town farm,
Contingent fund.
Jhalrman lloard of Selectmen,
Iinspection of buildings.
Tannery street and bridge cost,
Town funds In trust,
Liabilities,

400.'0
522.44

2.344 68

50.00

1,407.90
2,764.11
400 00
6.M)

Marriages,
Death··,

67
41
37

Feb.

becoming to you.
Many men require a diversity of styles
to suit all. We can do it easily and
suit the pocket book also.
The Hat that is

\

Aroostook

(rook,

County,
nonth ago, died in the hospital at Ban-1
or Wednesday.
THE ïëIjLiUW

rcviiK

UAitjii

there1

The word comee from York that
already an unusual demand for cotages, a condition of things which
)

8 seures a

successful

Clcuuei and bcatttifici Uio hair.
1'romute* * luxuriant (Trowtii.
Kcvor Falls to Ecetore Grayl
Π Air to Its Touthful Color.
Cure· κ*1ρ dinairt J: hair tailiuj.
J0c.awl |liX) at DrugrhM

lucklen's Arnica Salve with the usual
esult: "a quick and perfect cure."
Ireatest healer on earth for Burns,
Vounds, Sores, Eczema and Piles. 25c
( >t F. A. Sburtleff and Co., Druggist·.
1

j

j

ivery
| lave

| < all.

Saturday

anything

Twelve

in one of the large 1
>nes.
iltiea on the Atlantic coast, who bad,
J aken a trip via the Grand Trunk and
t* Western connections to California, is Dec
1 illed with praise for the admirable ser-.
rice experienced on the journey. He !
have been a traveller for 42
1 lays, "I
! rears and have visited the principal
larta of this continent, as well as jourI gentleman living

j

Drug

rooms

If you

to sell or wish to

May-hatched pullets,

buy,

A.
4, '05.

nice

J. PENLEY,·

South Paris, Me.

new

{

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
MIKE OILL,
of Rumford Falls, Bankrupt. )
In the
To the creditors of Mike GUI
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 13th day of
January, A. D. 1906, the said Mike Gill was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrst
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, in South Parla, on the 7tb day of Mar.,
A. D. 1906, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
and transact such other busineaa as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Parla, Feb. 14.1906
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

ready

inspection.
Golf, Yachting

novelties.

^PIANOS.^.
Good Trades in Second Hand Pianos.

and Eaton

Tou had better
J.

see

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

shapes.

them.
Furnisher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106*3.

FOR

I

|

We have lots of

for your

We cannot describe them.

NOTICE.

will be open

afternoon.

Pullets for Sale.

Pardon Our Blushes.
A letter received by the Passenger J
)epartment of the Grand Trunk from a,

Paris;

auction

Are

The subscribers hereby give notice that they
have been duly appointed administrators of the
estate of
EDMUND DeCOSTER, late of Bucktleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
FRED 8. DkCOSTER.
Feb. 20th, 1906. CHARLES E. DkCOSTER.

j Furniture, Household
My

OUR SPRING CAPS.

!

j

even

Qoods.

FRIGHTFULLY BURNED.
Chas. W. Moore, a machinist, of Ford
* Jity, Pa., had bis hand frightfully burn·
d in an electrioal furnace. He applied

Prices 50c. to $2.50.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he >
has been duly appointed administrator of the !
estate of
ELVA E. -TETSON, late of Buckfleid,
deceased, and
In the County of Oxford,
All persons
bonds as the law directs.
,vlng demands against the estate of said de-1
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
to make payment lmmedlatelv.
WASHINGTON HEALD.
Feb. 20th, 1906.

PARKER'S
BALSAM

summer season.

|

NOTICE.

HAIR

«

PORTER.

payment Immediately.
Feb. 20th, 1906. CHARLES L. UOLLAND.

nd transact each other business as may properΤ come before said meeting.
South Paris, Feb. 26, 1906.
WALTER L.GRAY,
Referee In Bankrupts

recently

WILLIAM A.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
Iihs been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
UEO ROE R. HOLLAND, late of Ruckfleld. !
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directe. All persons having,
demands against the estate of Bald deceased arc
desired to present the name for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

..

been discovered. It bears a ;
c lose resemblance to the malaria germ, j
1 Ό free the system from disease germs, i
he most effective remedy is Dr. King's
} few Life Pills. Guaranteed to cure all !
ieeases due to malaria poison and con-1
25c at F. A. Sburtleff & '.
« tipatlon.
I
( !o.'s Drug Store.
as

20.h, 1900.

NOTICE.

j

j

the upper mill.

«^HAS ARRIVED..^

j

NOTICE.

took
I was so weak
walk a mile. Two bottles of
NOTICE.
Hectric Bitters have made me so strong '. d the District Court of the United States for I
minhave just walked three miles in 50
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
tes and feel like walking three more. ! ] α the matter of
)
EDGAR E. CH\8E,
Greatest1
J In Bankruptcy.
of
me."
man
t's made a new
of Bethel, Bankrupt. J
all
and
Stomach,
amedy for weakness
To the creditors of Edgar E. Chase, in the
liver and
Kidney complaints. Sold 1 ounty of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
Λ
A.
Shurtleff
at
F.
nder guarantee
Notice Is hereby given that on the 24th day of
lo.'s Drug Store. Price 50c.
j 1 ebruary, A. D. 1906, the said Edgar E. Chase
! \ ras duly adjudicated bankrupt, ana that the lirst
îeeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
Ellis Dobson, who was struck over the j louse,In
South Paris, on the 14th day of Mar.,
ead with a peavy by Charles Dyer, a
D. 1906, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
t
ime the said creditors may attend, prove their
at
Howe
in
a
quarrel
ellow-workman,
examine the bankrupt
about a c lalms. appoint a trustee,

loclety,

discussed.

120 egg

our to

Stephen ti. Libby lias purchased of H.
L. Libby a lot on Park Street. He will
move his Deering Street building early
in the spring.
The silk quilt was sold at the fair for
|14 and presented to the president of the

Γι es.—Charles F. RI.lion.
Vlce-Fre*.— *llee Schnuer.
8«-c.—GrSœ B. Blfknell.
TreaH.—M*u<le Miser.
Chairmen of committee· :
l.ookout—Abner Mann.
Devotional—Myrtle Ma«kell.
Two-wnU-a week— Haitle Merrill.
Font Office MUMon—Bev. 8. G. Davle.
Belief—Delia M. Noyée.
Social—Klele A. Favor.

For Sale.
Cyphers incubator,

ipse.

1,008.18
J,5.>2.25
8.17V75
7,957.91

Mrs. T. H. Sawin.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Stearns have
moved into their new home, the Frost
place, on Pleasant Street.
At the annual meeting of the Y. P. C.
[J. Tuesday evening the following officers

j

in
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
of the last
{ [ood condition, and eggs for hatch· has been duly appointed executor
A HEALING GOSPEL.
and testament of
|
will
Barred PlyCHARLES N. PORTER, late of Parle,
The Rev. J. C. Warren, pastor of i ng—White Leghorn,
and given !
deceased,
of
the
In
Oxford,
County
Ga
White
says r nouth Rock,
baron Baptist church, Belair,
Wyandotte. 50 bonds as the law directs. All persons having
It's a Godsend to ( ents for
f Electric Bitters:
demands against the estate of said deceased
13.
lame
of
me
cured
It
are desired to present the same for seulement,
lankind.
back,,
F. A. PARLIN,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
tiff joints, and complete physical colj
South Paris.
R. F. D. 3.
pav 'icnt Immediately.
me half an
it

2,912.89
] ,83".01

Resources·.
Birth'.

and bearing they are particular■f gentlemanly and dignified.
îanner

662.58
460.87
469.96

fifty

Oxford; Noyea Drug Store, Norway.

in many

are

hold the up to-

GOLD DOLLARS FOR 50c.

Sleighs !

Mrs. Eliza Frost and daughter Eda
are going to Massachusetts in the near
future. Mrs. Frost will rent her Norway home.
The Martha Washington Fair of the
Universalist Society held at Conoert Hall
netted the society about 9225
1 îeved through foreign countries, and
Miss Gertrude Hall.
A. S. Kimball, F. E. Drake, C. L.
reMIsh Maud Douglass.
frill candidly
say that I have never
B. F. Bradbury, H. B. Foster,
Pathaway,
Following the banquet there was a a. J. Stearns, J. M. Palmer, C. F. Rid- 1 solved such good treatment as I experiYour road1 joced on the Grand Trunk.
season of after-dinner speaking, with
Ion, C. H. Sargent, H. F. Andrews, >ed is
Mrs. McArdle as toastmistress. Mrs.
perfection, can beautiful and
F. N. Barker and others
Frank
Kimball,
Porter, Mrs. Penfold and Mise McArdle attended the work and banquet at Kora icrupulonsly clean and the service on
responded to toasts. Miss Carrie Hall, Temple at Lewiston Thursday evening. the dining cars equal to the most exslusive hotels in the country. I am not·
Mrs. I. E. Andrews and Mrs. Effie Howe
Presiding Elder Rev. C. F. Parsons
read stories in rhyme of three of the was with the
prone t«> flatter but when one can enjoy.
E.
church
M.
Norway
travel as comfortably as on your line, I
good time· which the club had previous- Saturday and Sunday.
think everybody should be made aware
ly enjoyed, and Mrs. Penfold read "A
Co. D, 1st Regt., N. O. S. M., gave a
of It."
Tard of Complimenta," personal to each
nail at the Opera House
party
poverty
individual member of the club.
Friday evening. The gallery was crowdA HABIT TO BE ENCOURAGED.
Souvenirs of the occasion were the in- ed
and about seventy-five couples apvitations, each adorned with pen and ink
The mother who has acquired the
in the grand march. It was a
peared
portrait of Washington, the work of most successful venture for the company. habit of keeping on hand a bottle of (
Miss McArdle, and small boxes of candy The 950 cleared will be used for the Chamberlain'· Cough Remedy, saves,
decorated with little hatchets, one of
herself a great amount of uneasiness and
company's rifle team.
which was laid at each plate.
Frank H. Beck and crew have sawed anxiety. Coughs, colds and croup, to
The latter part of the evening was
cords of which children are susceptible are quick· j
nearly one hundred and
spent in a programme of music and varl- wood for consumer· in the village. He ly cured by its use. It counteracts any
ons games in the hotel parlor·, and the
tendenoy of a cold to result Id pneuhas one of the best equipments.
first
party returned home on a special car
Judge Foster of Portland waa In town monia, and if given as soon as the
about midnight.
preSaturday on business oonnected with the symptoms of croup appear, it will
remedy contains
Tbompaon-Cummings suit, which in- vent the attack. Tnla
OAS IN THE STOMACH.
volves the rights of boat owners and nothing Injurions and mothers give It to.
Belching and that sense of fullness so manufacturera in the Pennesseewassee little ones with a feeling of perfect
caused
is
after
eating
often experienced
Sold by Shurtleff A Co.,'
outlet or river from Crockett's bridge to security.
the formation of gas. The stomach
Jones
South
Store, Oxford;

by

where the lines

always

shelves

We find in the Dress Goods

date goods.

price

why our

appli- box before meals, for a few days, and
cation. If this does not afford relief,
you will soon regain perfect health and
KesBertha
Mrs.
bind on a piece of flannel slightly dampComplaints against
strength, and have no fear of indigestion
ten and Perley Cox of Mechanic Falls, ened with Pain Balm, and quick relief 4a
Ask P. A. Shurtor stomach troubles.
who were accused of improper relations almost sure to follow. For sale by F. A.
leff & Co. to show you the guarantee
nol
been
have
the
woman's
husband,
Jones
South
Shurtleff
&
by
Co.,
Paris;
Drug under which they sell this remedy.
prossed at Auburn. A reconciliation Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norchusetts.

fails to perform its fnnotion* aad the
Noyes Drag Store, Norway.
Stomach
was fatally
injured Thursday whili » food ferments. Chamberlain's
The consolidation of several electric
Tablets will oorreot the dieLiver
latt
and
Tarbox
in
the
watching operations
thought to TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
They aid digestion and railroads in York County isten-mile
mill at Red Beach, Calais. An overhead disorder.
link Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
the stomach insure the building of the
and
ι
bin
;
Invigorate
It
struck
of
a
strengthen
and
piece
pulley burst
If It falls to
For sale by 8hurtleff & from Kennebunk to Tork whioh will Druggists refund money
and
bowels.
the
skull
la
bead,
the
crushing
upon
E. W. Grovk's signature is on
a trolley route from Bath tu cure.
a machinist b; < Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store, complete
as
was
employed
Mingo
each box. 25o.
Mew Tork.
Charles Mingo, aged 28 and married

day

That is

Not allowed here.

has been effected between the Eestens way.
and all court proceedings, including the
charge against the man for assault on
Ouy Dearborn, aged 22, a clerk in the
Cox with intent to kill, will be dropped. Saco and Pettee machine
H**9BBmmm**9ht>t)9m0B»0i)0ijtj&e>S>Qbt>Oi}0V99V99WW9W99W9u
ea<-i> month
shop at Biddein
meet*
No.
2,
RyerK. G. K.—Oxford Castle,
F. A. NUFBTXEFF * CO.
Rev. Smith Baker, the beloved pastor ford, drank poison in a club room in
F. A. enVRTLEFF Λ. CO.
son hall, every Thureciay evening, September to I
He drank the
May, flrst and third Thursday evenings, May to 1 of the Wiliiston Congregational church, that city and soon died.
September.
Portland, celebrated his 70th birthday dose in the preaence of a fellow club
last week, and was paid many honors man. No cauae for the suicide is known.
The Martha Washington Fair at Conhis parishioners and fellow citizens.
by
cert Hall by the ladies of the Univershis 46 years in the mini«try he
ITCHING PILES.
alist society Tuesday and Wednesday During
bas held pastorates in Orono, Lowell,
If you are acquainted with anyone who
was a big success both socially and
and
Boston
Mass., Minneapolis, East
is troubled with this distressing ailment
line of Post Ca-ds to Ix: found outside
the
We are
financially.
Portland in the order named. His longFred C. Witherell, son of John Withyou can do him no greater favor than to
20
at
}8t pastorate was
Lowell,
years. tell him to
the big cities. We now have over
try Chamberlain's Salve. It
erell, of Lyon, Mass., was iu town a few Fie lias
been at the Wiliiston church
gives instant relief. Price 25 cents per
days ago. His grandfather, I. L. Withmarried
1437
has
He
coup- box. Sold
years.
by Shurtleff & Co., South
erell, of Lynn, was the first superintend- jiRht
les.
ent of the U. F. Spinney & Co. shoe busiParis; Jones Drugstore, Oxford; Noyes
of
death
Two fatal fires caused tbo
He is now enjoying
ness in Norway.
Drug Store, Norway.
îve children in the town of Caribou
of interest in the
local views Mid tiie
good health.
and
Dr.
Tuesday. Monday evening
Glasses on weekly payments.
J. J. Fuller of Hebron is'stopping with! Honday
countries
other
; also conic
fired
and
was
of
house
States,
;he
by
United
foreign
Parmenter. Read mr ad.
Joseph Cyr
his son in this village. He divides his
he explosion of a lamp, and three of his
Come in
&c.
rural
animal
time between Hebron and Norway.
life,
life,
and
cards
cards
representing
children who were asleep up stairs
Man γ Children are Sickly.
George Yeaton drives a most attractive our
Me.
find some you want
will
You
over.
On
them
look
flames.
and
in
the
for
surely
^eiished
Sweet
Powders
Children,
Mother
Tuesday
Gray's
yoke of oxen. Π is loads of pulp wood, Urs. Gelasse
ised by Mother Gray, a nurse In Children's
Brisette, in the north p<trt Florae.
timber and bolts attract the attention of
New York Breaks up Colds In 24 hours,
AT THE PHARMACIES OF
her two children in the I -ure Feverishness, Headache,
left
if
the
town,
of
manner
his
Stomach Troubles,
while
driving
every one,
iouso while she went to tho house of a ! IVcthlnp Disorders, and Destroy Worm·. At
the team is most pleasing.
Tb· famous Uttle pill*
her huRband. til druggists, 25c- Sample mailed FKEE. AdWillie Gammon is working for A. C. teighbor to telephone to
3. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. V.
found the house on irées, Allen
McCrellis. Lon Hall has returned to his >n her return she
PROBATE NOTICES.
ire, and though one of the children was
nosition on the delivery wagon.
To all persons Interested In either of the Estates
A Certain Care for Chilblains·
the
and
soon
it
died
out
afterward,
hereinafter named :
Mrs. L. M. Lunt has been confined to jot
Shake Into your shoes Allen's Foot-Ease, a
emains of the other were found in the
At a Probate Court, held at Paris. In and
her home threatened with pneumonia.
wwder. It cures Chilblains, Frostbites, Damp, for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
house.
uins
of,the
Mr. and Mrs. Merton L. Kimball start«westing, Swollen feet At all Druggists and Feb., In tho year of our Lord one thousand
iho« Stores. 2ftc. Sample Fbee. Address, Allen ntnn hundred and six. The following matter
ed for a ten days' trip to Boston ThursIjteurge Jiurpuy ill UVXiVl men η Iiu
i. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y.
having been presented for the action thereupon
F. Λ. SIITBTLEFF A CO.
day morning.
in accident Sunday afternoon which reF. A. 8HVBTLEFF A CO.
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby OKDKRED:
Mrs. V. W. Hills entertained the ulted in bis death Monday forenoon,
That notice thereof be given to all person* Inbe
to
this
order
a
of
Born.
home
on
at
her
causing
Cottage tfr. Murphy has been employed for
copy
terested, by
'i^Ierry Eight"
published three weeks successively in the OxStreet at a Washington dinner and whist ome time by Elbridge Flanders of
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
!
A.
Bonthe
wife
of
C.
Wednesday evening.
is
in
Feb.
to
In
home
Sumner,
hie
14,
forth Dexter, although
Paris, In «&Μ County, that they mar appear at a
Probate Court to bè hold at said Paris, on the
Jesse K. Brown is the "hustler" of )exter on Dustin's Hill. At the usnal 1 icy, a daughter.
to the wife of William third Tuesday of March, A.
Feb.
In
Locke**
0,
D. 1906, at 9
Mills,
the town. The last days of January he ime Sunday afternoon he went to the \ [ohnson, a son.
of the clock In the forenoon, and t>e heard theresold his place on Water Street and at table to do the chores and it was while, In Mexico, Feb. 15, to the wife of E. O. Wy- on If they see cause.
I have decided tu clone out my business and shall therefore otter my entire
1
a son.
r>nce purchased a lot on Water Street
decatering the cattle that the fatal acci- aan,
JABEZ E. BVDDEN, late of Norway
itock at a great reduction.
the
He
cut
station.
near the pumping
lent occurred. Mr. Murphy was stoopceased; will and petition for probate thereof
15c. and 30c.
presented by Eugene K. Smith, the executor )ne Lot of Fnre,
79c. to 99.00 One Lot Xcckwear,
pine and hemlock and had it sawed into □g to dip water out of the spring, when
Married.
therein named.
in
the
once
at
He
put
7c. to 38c.
boards, etc.
me of the animals crowded against him
§2.98 to 3.98 One Lot Pins, Combs, etc.,
)ne Lot of Skirts,
HATTIE M. MACALA8TER, late of Norway,
foundation for his new house and home.
α such a way that he was thrown direct5.88 to 7.50 One Lot Cotton Underwear, 19c. to 38c.
East- deceased: will and petition for probate thereof ")ne Lot Rain Coats,
have
H.
in
Feb.
22.
by
weeks
four
Wellington
than
Hartford,
less
of
one
Although
y under the creature'e feet,
the execu'or j
38c. to $2 00
Eiq., Mr. Israel F. Gammon of Sumner and presented by B. H. Hacalaster,
80c. to 1.00 One Lot White Skirts,
passed since he commenced operations rhich struck him in the abdomen caus- nan,
th«reln named.
lise Mary E. Crockett of Hartford.
j1 )ne Lot Wrappers,
19c. to 38c.
Babies'
One
Lot
Dresses,
died.
be bas his house up and boarded and
he
!
which
to
7'.'c.
Feb.
Mr.
from
38c.
In
East
<
26,
Brownfleld,
George Haley
Qg internal injuries
HARRIET W.STARBIRD. late of Rurkfleld; )ne Lot Corsets,
nd Miss Cora Giles.
slosed in with doors and windows. The
75c. to $1.00
deceased; final account presented for allowance )ne Lot Outing Robes,
38c. to 79o One Lot Bible»' Dresses,
James
.1.
G.
Rev.
In
Feb.
Brownfleld,
22,
by
executor.
Frame and boarding were taken from the
j
LUCKIEST MAN IN ARKANSAS.
75c. to 11.50
'arr, Mr. Charles Lowell of Hiram and Mrs. by Harry Dudley,
19c. and 38c One Lot Babies' Coats,
)ne Lot Vests and Pants,
lot. With the exception of a few days'
inns R. M arc ton of Fryeburg.
LEWIS H. REED, late of Mexico, deceased;
"I'm the luckiext man in Arkansas,"
work.
the
< )ne Lot Ilose,
all
forallowance
done
10c., 19c. and 38c. Ribbon at one-half.
work Mr. Brown has
second and final account presented
H. L. Stanley, of Bruno, "since':
rrites
I
by John Reed, administrator.
Ele intends to have his house ready to
Shall also sell my Household Furniture,
he restoration of my wife's health after,
These are a few of our bargains.
Died.
ETHEL MOR°E of Porter; petition that name
move into April 1st, the time fixed for
ve years of continuous coughing aud |
Parlor Sets, Couch,
be changed to Ethel 3. Bushby, presented by ( Carpets, Chamber Sets, Side Board, Refrigerator, Chairs,
home
former
hie
of
giving possession
lecding from the lungs; and I owe ray ! In South Parle, Feb. 19, Mm. Sarah W. He welt, said F.thel Morse.
[ )iniog Table and all Ilousehold Articles. This sale began Saturday, Feb. 24, at
owner.
new
the
to
place
ood fortune to the world's greatest t g *d 90 year*.
SARAH F.. CURTIS, late of Parle, deceased;
John F. Rice, the veteran stage driver
In Mexico, Feb. 19, David O. Gleaeon, aged 72
and will close Saturday, March 31. Now is your time to buy if in
ledicine, Dr. King's New Discovery for ears.
first account presented for allowance by Enoch * ight o'clock
ind hotel man, with his wife, will readministrator.
which I know from ex- J In
Whlttemore,
the above.
of
of
j
leed
22
lonsumption,
Feb
any
16,
Zllphie, aged
Norway Lake,
turn to their North Waterford home in a
erience will cure consumption if taken t ays; F<>b. 21, Zola, asred 27 <lavs, Infant daugh·
SARAH E.CURTIS, late of Paris,
Few weeks.
InheritF.
Mr«.
David
and
of
collateral
t
:rs
of
Mr.
first
determination
Thompson.
ι time.
petition for
My wife improved with
In Sweden, Feb 12, George Haskell, aged 80 ance tax presented by Enoch Whlttemore, ad-1
Norway's annual town report has been !'1! ottle and twolve bottles completed the
(
mlnlstriiinr
ears, 3 months.
ssued to the townspeople. It shows
and
136
worst
the
Wilson
Cures
18-4
ure."
In BuckUeld, Feb. 22, Isaac
cough»
Shaw, aged
there are twenty-five town officers:
SARAH W. HEWETT. late of Tarie, decease·I ;
a 1 yearn.
A.
P.
At
refunded.
■ •Ids or
money
thereof oresented
for
and
will
Lucius
probate
10.
Feb
In
Dobie,
petition
Catlln.
Washington,
$1,226,225.00
Total property In town,
liurtlefT & Co.'s, druggists. 50c and uimerly of Oxford
833
by Waterm in T. Ilewctt, the executor therein
foil* taxed,
County, aged 81 years.
named.
1.00. "Trial bottle free.
In Bethel, Feb. 21, Uoratlo Godwin.
$2 SO
Poll tax,
Property rate, $17 CO per thousand dollars.
HELOI9E II. HERSEY, late of Oxford, de$22.929 51
Total committed for collection,
There are two young Japs at West-.
cea*fd;lact will and testament presented and.
402 90 f
CLEBK'» OFFICE.
Abatement1* allowed,
petition for probate thereof and the appointment
$7,(H) U7 , t rook Seminary, Shukichi Nagai and
\ mount due collector,
UPREME JUDICIAL COURT,
of Ilelofse E. Mersey as administratrix pre-1
There are three Inmates at the town farm
'ukichi Nose. The young men are here
COUNTY.
j
OXFORD
| sented by raid Helolte E. Ilersey, only heir.
53, 55, 45 : Dr the
tees.
study of English and they will j
$307.12 _1
South I'aris, Me Feb. 24,1905.
MARYC.D. HUTCHIN8. late of Lancaster,
Balance against the farm,
busiin
have
also
large
of New Hampshire; copy of will,
$2S9.*3 i « ventually
positions
Most expensive soldier cost the town,
Notice Is hereby given that Janice M. Mc- In the state
Orders were drawn for $24,843.21, of which , ess bouses in Chicago, presumably tea (
petition for Its allowance In this county preiregor of Rumford will apply for admission to sented
I'ersls K. Dewey, the executrix there·
va· the following:
in
the
of
taken
at
March
the
1906,
have
c
Term,
l>y
ousee.
English
Itzenehlp
They
$1,.VJ0.no
In named.
Town debt.
Court.
lieir own ochools, and while they can £ upreme Judicial
6.56R.63
ommon fchools,
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court. |
1,629.4» Bad it readily, they can speak but lit-1
Poor not on farm,
A true copy—Attest:
332.91
interest charges,
In
are now learning rapidly.
but
le
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
1,439.SO
Town officers' salaries,

At the M. Ε. church roll call 126 members responded to their names.
Frank H. Noyes was in Berlin, N. H.,
un business the first of the week.
Frank H. Beck with his gasoline enis sawing everybody's wood in the
mem- gine
regular
two,
twenty
being
twenty
He takes this way to show up
bers of the club, while Mrs. Kate Under village.
his engine which he offers for sale.
and Mrs. Rose Davis were entertained as
The rifle match, Co. D, 1st. Regt.,
guests. The full list of those present is N. O. S. M., at the Opera House Monday
as follows:
evening was largely attended. The deMrs. Cora S. Bridge.
feated team to pay for supper for both
M re. Kate Limier.
teams of twenty men each. Distance was
M les Catherine O. Brig».
Mrs. Albeit I). Park.
50 feet, 5 shots standing, and 5 shots
Mrs. H. G. Fletcher.
prone. The contest cloned with a score
Mm. A Knee l'en fold.
of 821 for Sergt. M. P. Stiles' Bide
Mr». H. E. Wllsnn.
Mrs I. R. Andrews.
against 810 points for. Corp. Geo. T.
Mr*. E'He Howe.
Tubbs' team. Another match is being
M re. George H. Davie.
Mr·. C. W. Buwker.
Mrs. J. O. Lltt edeM.
Mrs. J. r. McArdle.
Mien I va McArdle.
Mr*. II Λ. Hilton.
Mr*. Wirt Stanley.
Mrs. W. A. Porter.
Mies Laura Burnell.
Miss Hattie Hurnell.
M m Carrie Hall.

ODD LOTS

ENSNARING
VICTIMS

COMMON COLD8 ARE TH1 CAUS1
OF MANY SERIOUS DISEASES.
"More roeo and team· wanted" la the
Physicians who bare gained a national
word from the ice fields of both the reputation as analysts of the cause ol
Kennebec and Penobscot.
various disease·, claim that if oatohing
a long list ol
Hod. F. O. Beat, who has already tarr- cold conld be avoided
never bi
ed eight terms as mayor of Bangor, has dangerous ailment· wonld
heard of. Every one know· that pneubeen again nominated for the position.
monia and oonsumptlon originate from a
A total of 67 divorces were granted in cold, and chronic catarrh, bronchitis,
in
49
and
in
1906
and all throat and lung trouble are aggra- STEPS SHOULD BC TAKEN AT ONCE TO
Androscoggin oonnty
of the cum the woman waa the libelant vated and rendered more aerioua by each
PBEVENT FUBTHKB TBOUBL*.
fresh attack. Do not riak your life 01
Hera in Paria, m in other cities and
At Farmington on the 17th Ernest
a
cold.
hare
take
chances
when
you
town·, dyspepsia or atomach troubles
Yokel, aged 17, a deaf mate, was ran Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy will cnrc are ensnaring victims in a moat insidious
His home
over by a train and killed.
diseases develop. Thii
it
these
before
was at Chisbolm Mills.
way.
remedy contains no opium, morphine or
Nearly every mother's son of us and
Blddeford bas cnt down its debt other harmful drug and has thirty vears
too, expects the stomach to
daughter,
112,600 during the past municipal year, of reputation back of it, gained by ita accustom itself to all manner of ill-treatTen
at
stands
and now it
1261,000.
cures under every condition. For aale by
ment, but the time comes when we canShurtleff Λ Co., South Paris; Noyes not abnae it with
years ago it was $487,195.
impunity. How much
Jones
8tore,
Drug
better it would be to take steps at once
One candidate for governor is already Drug Store, Norway;
Oxford.
to strengthen the atomach and prevent
in the field for the Maine campaign this
year. That is Charles L. Fox of PortThe Augusts, Oakland and Waterville further trouble.
Uae Mi-o-na now and soothe the irriland, who was nominated last week by Street Railway Company has filed artiand strengthen
the Socialists.
cles of association at the office of the tated walla of the atomach
follicles so that they will pour
the
gaatric
of
Commlaaioners.
in
Board
Railroad
State
of
a
defect
Owing to the discovery
out their daily supply of digestive matethe warrant the trial of John P. Ronco The company proposes to construct and
Then the headrials with regularity.
of Old Town for the alleged killing of a operate by compressed air or electricity
aches, sleeplesaneaa, specks before the
fellow Indian last October, has got to be a railroad from Oakland through the
of eyea, poor appetite, tired feelings and
begun all over again. The warrant town of Sidney to Augusta, a distance
nervousness will disappear, and you can
IS
miles.
of
1905.
instead
in
1906
facts
the
places
eat what you want at any time you like.
Mi-o-na is a combination of remedies,
George Roscoo Moore of Gardiner has
LAME BACK.
some of whioh are but little known in
been bouud over for assault with intent
caused
is
ailment
This
by
usually
this country, and ia a positive guaranto kill upon two deputy sheriffs who
rheumatism of the muscles and may be teed cure for all diaoaaea of the stomach
were
assisting his wife in securing cured
Pain
Chamberlain's
by
applying
on
cancer.
possession of her infant daughter,
and rub- pxcepting
Balm two or three times a
Mala· News Not·*.

NORWAY.

Tb· Parti Tow· Report.

The annual report of the town of Parii
wu tuned to the eltisene lut week,
ll
is a book of eighty-two printed page·,
and I· » little the moet balky report evei
pat ont in this town. The arrangement
and content· in general are substantially the nine u for the put few yean.
The total valuation shown ie $1,344.650.00. Whole number poll taxe·, at
93.00, 925. Total tax oommitted to
collector, 120,371.10. Rate of taxation,
17 1-2 mills. Total value of live stock,

By special authority the members ol
drawn
Mizpah Assembly, Pythian Sisterhood,
Outstanding school bill·,................
are requested to be round promptly at
Order· overdrawn and paid, common
7:30 for the regular meeting Thursday
schools,
evening of this week.

Grange Hall.
C —Second and fourth Mondays of
t'. ·1
ea< h mouth.
s. K. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
i- -econJ ami fourth Wednesday evening
m
of acn month.
i·. of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every
Kr ay evening at Pythian Hall.

Miss Helen M.

Ladies of th
usual tow

as

Lucius Doble, a former resident ο
Oxford County, and a brother of Α. Η
Doble and J. F. Doble of this place, diec
in Catlin, Wash., Feb. 10th, at the age υ
81 years.

m.

Portland

at home fror

Mass., for th

The Ladies of the G. A. R. invite tb
Post to join theni in a short pro
gramme after business meeting, Marcl
3d.

,.t:i

M
r

oonvei

Α. E. Morse reads this week at Hsu
cock, and Tuesday evening of next weel
for the Knights Templar at Bridgton.

»

evenlBjt·
■

churc

evening.

Kev. A. K. Bait!

Miss Eunice W. Fobee is
Preaching services, io 45 α. κ an< I
; v m ; Sun.lay School 12 m.; T. P. 8. C. t her teaching in Wakefield,
on Tuesdv
meeting
Church
praver
m.
;
p.
it· .· Τ ι1 o'clock. All, not otherwise con' vacation.
α
pi,
cel. w ounltallf tnM.
r.
Wm. K. Kimball Circle,
H. A. Clifford. Pastor
M et η l.t Church. Kev
a. : 6. A. K., will serve dinner
on -un :av. moro.ng prayer bwUbjidiSOa.
«,

hei

Mrs. C. W. Bowker entertained a nun
ber of lady friends at tea Saturda,

M. to 7 Λ) P. M.

cmamamm.

nu

Miss Helen Barnes has been viaitin
relatives in Portland for the past weel

SOUTH ΡUll

A.
daily ; S.30 A M
uoliu JtfM «rt'-J··#
4 :S5 P. *.. dally.
.tally except Sunday ;
S rie P. κ
ί»·)-»* α.*., dally;
8.47 P. ■.. J Ally.
tally except Sun-lay ;
HULTH PAKM ΡΟβΤ OPTICS.

offlct Hourt

of the faetival ohon

WALL

PAPERS!
AT

N.

Dayton Bolster &, Go.

We have about 1500 rolls of Wall Paper and Border» we
to close out before putting the New Spring Papers in

wish

the racks.

grand square .Woodward & Brown piano, in dark case, as
One nice
as can be found in a second hand square piano.
trade
good
second hand Voee piano, extra nice tone, a piano that has had nice care
These three
Miller piano.
and never hurt. One second hand G.
on
will be priced very low to close them
and
with
stool
cover,
pianos,
square
Will trade them for a horse, colt, cow, or any kind of neat stock,
out.
OS MARKBT SQUARB,
giving the party good trade and easy payments.
ΜΔΙΧΒ.
PARIS,
We have also three second hand upright pianos at low prices, nice ! SOUTH
instruments in walnut and mahogany cases. We also have a large stock
Blanket Your Horse with a
of new upright p:anos. We have a larger and nicer iitock of new and
second hand pianos and organs than ever before, also a large line of piano
We will put all these goods
covers, stools, chairs and instruction books.
Please send for catalogues
and
down at bottom
easy terms.

Ail Grades from 5c. to 25c. per roll

A nice
a

at 50c.

and

prices
descriptions.

Come

Early.

GOOD STREET BLANKET

give

We thank our patrons for all past favors and assure them that we shall
necessary
appreciate all business that is given us in the future.willIt is notthemselves.
to speak of the quality of our goods, as the goods
prove

W. J. Wheeler db Co.,
Bluing· Block,

floutli Pari·,

CASTORIAnidi»».
11m KM Yn Hira A|«iys Bwcht

the $1.

<*

Maine.

when you have him stand

out

in this cold weather.

I have

bargains in street and stable blankets but you should
Call and get my
have both kinds for each horse you use.

some

prices

before you

buy.

·

JAMES N. FAVOR, &03%Υοε„Γκ"
OX Main Pit., TVorwav. Maine.

I CASTORIA

Til KM Yn Hill Atvin ΒιφΙ

"JïVJ·
<χ

IUNSUSPECTED|

OomMndenoe on topics of lntereat to the Uui'

laioficltod. Addnu: Editor Houuuuuk»
oouimi. Oxford Democrat. Parte. M si or

WORM»

[Example;
Oand-or.)

only safe, sure, entirely vegetable worm remedy ever compounded. It
•ot only expels worms but all w*_te matter, leaving the blood rich and pure
aud the whole system strong and healthy, kuown and used successfully for
three generations. This testimonial came with an order for more Elixir.
I'siox, Ms., March ST, 1*6.
J. I". Tart, Auburn, Me.:
My jouu»te»t sun allows >ympton>s of liavine worms, and I know
thai yvur worm ui«ii<'ine «ill in v. prompt relief. My olde»t sou now a
We save him
ww captai», was, » l*u a boy, »..klv ami in poor health.
it saved his lift.
jour Miair and he grew and thmed ou it. We believe
MUS. JUHX COOK SUN.
l'a.

...

happy

DR. J. F. TRUE A CO., Auburn, Maine.
Krt^lhM IUI

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

to

close

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Comer Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Mortgage Loans,

Stock» ami Bond»
Caah In » 'ftlee and

15,OODOO
1.753.542 33
206,342 08

394.5S2 .">2
18,940 55
9,360 58

No.

LIABILITIES DEC.

Net Ur paid Lotte*·»,
Unearned Premiums,
Cash Capital ( Deposit Capital)
Surplus over all Liabilities,

31.1908.
#

116.114 73
1,531,901 5!·
201,000 (0
548.591 68

No. 18.—Time Table Pule.
The train for Boston leaves New
York one hour before the train for Chicago. The train for Philadelphia leave·
twenty minutes before the train for
Albany. The train for Albany leave·
forty minutes before the train for Chicago. A man misses the Boston train

CONNECTICUT
F ft* Insurance

Company of Tfartford.

Company's Building, comer of Prospect ami Grove Street.
Cash Capital.
#1.000,000 00
Reserve for re Insurance
2.852,'115 16
\ il outstanding claim»,
232,131 03
Net surplus,
1.T29.173 17
Office:

Tutal a.-set», Ian. 1, 1H06
UttKLANU

by half au hour. What other train
could he take if he wanted to?

19.—Celebrated Namesake·.
Name the distinguished persons referred tu lu the following descriptions.
The persons all bear the same ChrisNo.

#5,*13,619 36
HOWE. Agent,
Norway, Me.

tian nuine:
1. Time houored Lancaster.
2. The great Scottish religious reformer.
3. The apo*t)e of the American In-

Sleighs !

No appetite, loss ot strength, nervou®·
oess. headache, constipation, bad breath
general dobility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to indigestion.
Kodol cures Indigestion. This new discovery represents the natural juices of digestion as they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonic
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure Indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S S. Ball, ot Ravenswood. W, Va., says.—
MI was troubled with sour stomach for twenty years.
Kodol cured me and we are now usine It Is milk
tar baby."

A

CAR

dians.
4. A blind poet.
δ. The "Inspired Tinker."
6. The victor of Ramllllea.
T. A noted philanthropist.
8. An unfortunate Arctic explorer.

LOAD OF

NEW SLEIGHS
NOW READY FOR
SALE.
I CAN SELL YOU A

—

for

Less

Kodol Digests What You Eat.

Bottlea only. St .00 Size holdint 2S times the trial
size, which sells for SO cents.
Prepared by E. 0. OeWiTT * 00.. OHIOAQO.

Mo. UO.—Diamond.

Sleigh

Better

—

Money

H.

Portland Division.

IORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.
Fare $l.BO.

21.—lattlal Chances.
I wish to goodness I could
The boy who slipped thla parlor
Between the door frame and the —.
—

—

Well. Molly, you may have
I cannot give you all the
Now put your dolly In the

P. MILLETT,

The

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

woman

;

a
——*

has the stove to

—

South Paris, Me.

And all the children's clothes to
Yet a helping hand she'll always

THAYER'S

The drummer «ave a warning
Then off they marched to storm

Fresh meats of all kinds

constantly υ β

hand.

—,

The colonel coolly waved his

Meat Market.

of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
7 p. u.
new steamers

To terminate.
A letter in sliding.
No.

try.

Eastern Steamship Company.

A letter in slldlug.
A single point on a card or die.
Of the color of growing planta.
A very cold country.
A kind of dark colored atone,

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
β.
T.

than you can buy anywhere else in the coun-

by ΐ. Δ. Shurt'eff A Co.

17.—Charade.
word that much mafic haa

and old.

#2,397,WW HO
CO.. Agent»,
South Paris, Me.

Total Liabilities ami Surplus
W. J. WHEELER &

song la rep-

My first Is a
wrought;
My last la a vessel no sailor haa sought!
My whole Is used for support, I am told.
By photographers, over the new world

#2,397,608 00

Uro»» Aseete

Stomach

Superb

The title of
pleasing
resented by the picture.
α

$

Bank,
Agent»' Balaucee,
Bills Receivable,...?
interest and Rent»,

Soup

Sold

DEC. 31, 1900.

ASSETS

;

;

the

—*

The officer Is very —:
He should have charged a heavy
Upon this hundredweight of

|

No. 2S.-Hev(r**l.
Reverse a deep bole and have the
point of anything.

specialty. |
J, F. LISCOMB,
Agent, Franklin
Fresh tish arrives every Monday after- Xo. Ji3.—Beheading* «ad Cirlallli|i.
Wharf, Portland, Me.
1. Doubly behead and doubly curtail
noon and Thursday morning.
leave gentle.
barabf^and
President
Vice
live
stock
Am
CALVIN AUSTIN,
every week, |
shipping
2. Doubly behead and doubly curtail
and General Manager, Boston, Maes.
and paying full market price.
and leave an omen.
without a

Dr. Austin

Corned beef and salt pork

a

signature

T. Thayer,

Tenney,

SOUTH

PARIS.]

Oculist,

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings aJL

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

gives notice that he has
administrator of the

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

FOimHOyET^TAR
CASXORIA

The subscriber hereby
been duly appointed
estate of
THANKFUL C. BACON, late of BuckHeld,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
KLGESKF. SMITH
Jan. lSth. 1<V6.

,/ΠΓΓ5Γ~

ForlrrfantsattdChadTM.
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With large, new buildings and new
equipment throughout, revised courses
PLEASE SEND YOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force, it

has the beet facilities in the world for
GIVING FULL INFORMATION
young men and women.
Never has there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough
To
training for business. More than SO applications a month are received for Bliss
Street, graduates.
Full information together
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
will
City or town, upon request. of Aitscall at the schoolFALL
convince you
superiority.
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
State.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any quantity desired.
CAR

LOAD
φ

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particular· address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

restful.

growth.
enough to draw
neous

No. 12.—What Hiver? Tennessee.
No. 13.-Subtractions: 1. F-rigid. 2.
W-aut. 3. H all. 4. March. 5. B-ode.
No. 14.—Animal Puzzle: 1. Bear. 3.
Dog. 3. Seal. 4. Badger. T». Mole.

|

the cloak of her husband's few virtues over his many faults
and do all in her power to help others as
well as herself to see the virtues only.

Kitchen Helps.
Always quarter and core apples for
cooking purposes, never slice them.
All old-time Cough Syrups bind the
When dishes are to be heated place

bowels. This is wrong. Â new idea
was advanced two years ago in Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar. This
remedy acts on the mucous membranes
of the throat and lungs and loosens the
bowels at the same time. It expels all
cold from the system. It clears the
throat, strengthens the mucous membranes, relieves coughs, oolds, croup, I
whooping cough, etc. Sold by F. A.
Shurtleff Λ Co.

them in right hot water for a few minTliis is less likely to crack the
glaze on the china.
A bowl of cold water placed inside
utes.

wTll cool

overheated oven.
When the chimney catches fire throw
an

kitchen salt up the cavity, taking care to
clone all doors and windows to prevent a

draught
Always place a
used in cutting

knife which has been
onion· immediately
under the cold water spigot to prevent
Pat—The trouble wid Dugan is be has the odor from clinging to the blade.
no backbone.
A teaspoonful of vinegar placed in a
Mike—Faith, he has backbone enough paraffin lamp that smells or smokes will
if he'd only bring it to the front.
cause a clear light and prevent an unpleasant odor and smoke.
A
COLD IN ONE DAY I
ΓΟ CURE
The latest idea in presents to engaged
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.,
Druggists refund money if it fails to girls is certainly a very sensible one.
Instead of the inevitable teacup of a few
E. W. Grove's signature is
cure.
each box. 25c.
years ago the girl friends of the newly
engaged present her with contributions
The Christian Scientist—"Sickness is | to her trousseau. Hand-made lingerie
is most in demand. One lncky girl had
only a manifestation of sib."
The Regular
Practitioner—"Then, I six exquisite corset covers given her,
madame, yonr husband is on the road to I each made by a clever and devoted

|

|

on|

perdition."

Methusala was all right, you bet
For a good old soul was he,

They say he would be living yet,
Had betaken Rooky Mountain Tea.

t. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Suitor—I have come to ask you for
four daughter's hand.
Father—Can you play bridge in the
ityle in which she is aoooatomea?
Just a little Kodol after meals will re-

cludes Indians not taxed, convicts and cau't
neck. It's eo long anil ugly
persons of more than one-half negro my 'rubber'
in
th.it I feel uneasy whenever I go out
blood.
Not Expected to Recover—Phrase ap- society. Why, I enn't find a place lu all
applied to the condition of ail persons Egypt where 1 can get a collar to fit
could not get
injured in course of news story.
me, and even If I could I
Prominent Tale Graduate—Any one
to pay for havtogether
enough
money
wearing a boiled shirt, arrested for anying it washed."
thing above a misdemeanor.
"True, true," said the elephant sadly.
Multi-Millionaire— Person possessed of
look what a sight I am. It's
property worth 950,000 or over, or a rela- "And just
a hide
tive of a person listed in the Social bad enough to be covered with
Register. Up to three years ago "millionaire" was used in the same sense.

Thirty-two Calibre Pearl Handled—

Phrase which must always be attached
to the nonn "revolver," unless otherwise

I have used your very valuable Bitthirty years, and should
I live as much longer I should still use
them, for they are as necessary to have
in the house as tea is for the table. I
should not know how to get along
without them.
I am very truly yours,
MRS. F. C..TRUE,
Readfield, Me.
May 25, 1903.
A family remedy of established
merit You may profit by the experiAlways keep "L. F.**
ence of others.

ters for about

Tot—Any child under 7. In a pathetic story the adjective "tiny" must always be prefixed.
Plucky Woman—Any woman who did

not scream.

A man who had rough horny hands
made them soft and smooth with Witch
Hazel Salve, but he used the genuine—
that bearing the name "E. C. DeWitt
& Co., Chicago." For sores, bolle, cuts,
burns, bruises, etc., ic has no equal, and
affords almost immediate relief from

friend, and severil nightgown!,

from

the same source. This return to fine
sewing after so many years when girls
did only embroidery, is most encouraging. It 1s no more work to make a
dainty chemise or corset cover than it Is
to embroider one of the useless tidies so
much in vogue not long ago. The handmade underwear also offers great opportunity for individual ingenuity. The
only drawback to these charming "creations" is the way they are apt to be destroyed in washing. Perhaps we shall
see a revival of onr grandmothers' days
when the education of eaoh gentlewoman

a

m«

J
J,
2 "J
<»

β #7
°

«

}"

«7
'♦

JJ

}®JJ
1 31
20 62
8 4·'

w

now

"·»
6 36
21 »
2*27
<24 04
8 82
7'.2
8«0

William Field
Patrick H eafey
Liquor, 69 cases
Wm. Ross
Chas. Kelluy
.Joe Bal bony
Joe Harper
Liquor, 6S cases,

knew how easily it ran bo
on and how long it lasts; if you only knew
at a good all-round roof it is, you. would save
on the place.
money by using it for every building
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, elate color,
us prove io
you what the
any one can lay it. Let
will
do.
Paroid
Hoofing
genuine

J
J}

Sut

· 72
19
<05
10 13

55

end book

< »·

65
6 97
6 4<
34
36 00

George Manslf,
Drlscoll,
Jay Fitzpatrick,
Clarence Day

0

Con

cases

MUNICIPAL

money.

Intox. Liquor
Intox. Liquor

Liquor
Liquor
Liquor
Liquor

the roof that lasts.
kit in every roll

.......

......

A. DeWltt Parmcuter
Joe Κ no wl ton,
John Nelson,
Intox. Liquor,
Intox. Liquor....................
Intox. Liquor
Chas. Ο. M aeon,
BenJ. P. Wilson

Eugene McKeen
Morgan.
George Cuutchle,...
Homer He beau,
Intox. Liquor,

Wm. H. Ï oung,
James McFaduen,
Maltland Collins
George Pike
George W. Poole

.........
....

—

—.—.
......

Morris Miller,
Levi Frost,
Balph Collins
Intox. Liquor,
Snsel C. Bean,...

Ansel C. Bean
G. H. Robertson
W. Poole,
Geo. Taylor
Alvln C. Scrlbner
J. P. DeCoteau

Eugene McKeen,

....

Chas. C. Mason
B. P. Wilson
John Currier..........
Cyrus Rccil
James Paul,
Alexander Power*,
Eddie Rowe
Dwelling House
Geo. M. Ryerson,
Walter R. A nnl
Eustls Bennett
Luella Parker
Chas. L. Saunders
Liquor, 9 cases

.......

1016
12 48
9 48
12 48
16 37
20 41
10 41
14 16
15 16
52
11 03
1128
27 43
24 75
29 97

1}

EVERY intelligent farmer needs hi· own
local weekly newspaper and a good agricultural

Intox.
Intox.
Intox.

far from the

operation
and
one

cessful

Same,

John Angevine
James Wedge,
Lee Gamble,
BEFOBE MERKITT PARSONS, TRIAL
BUCKFIELD.

At a Price Within
the Reaich of All

$6.00

Value,

at

$3.79

vs.

C.

State

vs.

BEFOBB

State

▼·.

I

6

DELANO,
OXFOBD.
Chas. Poland

up-to-date ideas

in modern and

ular

suc-

reg-

Send all orders to The

Democrat, South Paris,
Maine.

news.

family

separately the
price is $2.50.

ed for

Your

and address

name

Geo. VV.
postal
Best, Tribune Farmer
Office, New-York City,
to

on a

bring
ple copy.
will

paper.

you

a

free

sam-

the Fall Name I

Quinine

I .axative Rromo

Cures λ Cold in One Day, Crip inTWo.
35c.
FOR SALE.
Second quality, dry, hard wood,
all round, good size, $3.50 per cord,
This is a good trade.
delivered.
Also later, second quality green, all
E. W. PENLEY,

A. K.

Ι

|

021

JACKSON.

FINE BE8IDENCE FOR SALE
In

Norway, known

a*

the

JOHN L. HORNE STAND,

Recently occupied m a Home for Aged Women.
Lot soo feet front, 23 rod* deep, large two story
dwelling and ell and 'table connected, 12 room·.
steam heater, hot and cold water, plenty of fruit
ami shade tree*. Will be sold for less than bslf
the original cost
FBEELAXD HOWE, Real EiUU Agent,
Norway, Hal··.

QUAKER RANGE

I

12 77
TRIAL

the farmer money,

Always Remember

round.

FBYEBUBO.

A.

saves

A special contract enables us to furnish both
of these papers one year
for $1.75, but if subscrib-

|

JUSTICE,

George Day
FRED

4o
76
74
21

18 84
10 96

W.FIFE, TBIAL JUSTICE,

co-

farming.

cultural

10 18
4146

L. Pratt,

BEFOBE BETH

not

of one, is

ER, New-York City, published weekly, has
no superior in the land as a thoroughly practical, helpful, entertaining, illustrated agri-

|

WADS WORTH, TRIAL
HIRAM.

A. SWASET, TRIAL
WEST PEBU.

cost

a

THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARM

JUSTICE,

JU8TICB,
Emma Norton et al
Isaac S. Gould,

BEFORE BENJ.

State

A.

regular price

which

bill for. local

011

Augustus Tobln,
Liquor, 6 cases,

without either of

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT fills the

12 64
21 79
3 62
6 25
17 Γ"
6

Mellen Lombard
Same

successfully

his

run

gives him two papers every week for
of local interest,
year, filled with all news

and all

JUSTICE,

TRIAL

farm

A combination of the two, at

10 72
10 81
10 11
74 47

BROOEM,
UPTON.

or

He can't

them.

JUSTICE,

Liquor,
Liquor

family publication.

home

44
34
46
12
29
71
61
«8
37
61
7"

6
7
6
52

Liquor
Liquor, 9 cases

A Silk Petticoat

you

save

genuine—

Money Saver.

a

21 ·3
13 32
12 00
15 24
22 20
12 44
12 78
15 26
17 Γ'
12 78
12 08
11 33
ΐοδδ
16 27
18 76
14 02
12 66
11 99
1183
5 28
2 40
I 20
15 20
1581
15 81
13 08
13 68
3 00
10 21
9 83
15 23
25 29
53 36
102 41

9
6
28
9
42
30
2
9
6
3
89

Intox. Liquor
Intox. Liquor
Intox. Liquor,
Liquor, 6 cases

BEFORE OERRY L.

vs.

complete roofing

It will
Get the

Co-operation

JUSTICE,

George Colcombe,
Eugene Colcoinbe,
Liquor, 5 cases
Arthur Ayler
Liquor, 5 cases
Liquor, 3 cases
Duncan Lowe,
Frank Napple
Geo. Ryerson
Duncan Lowe
Liquor, 10 cases,

BEFORE ALBERT BENNKTT, TRIAL
OILEAD.

State

A

cheap imitation.

$ 13 23

2167

James

vs.

α

NORWAY MUNICIPAL COURT,
H.C. DAVIS, JUDOB.

Millard Collins,

State

Don't take

»63
· 53
9 53
9 53
6 69
'78
3 43
7 21

Bernard Currle,
Jack McKenzle,
Mike O'Brien

vs

Sample

Free

for

"Building Economy."

· 8 53

Liquor
Liquor
Liquor

John W. Wilson
James Conway........
Fred Keith,

State

on

COUBT,

JAMES B. STEVENSON, RECORDER.

vs.

only

Send

«

<

is ; if you

really

J

Peter
T. H. Gibbons
Fred Cunllff,
Ed llanIon,
John Drlscoll
Mike Ward
Jim Clifford
Fred Thibault
A lbertns Bean,
Thos. Ryan,
Rose Carrlgan

Roofing

Paroid

63- 72
74
6 47
3 47
#7
'06

Frank Cnsson,

only knew how good,
durable, how satisfactcry

If you

8 ;>7
29

°

Alphonse LaLlberte,

State

cm.

«

»

TiRey

vs.

COMPANY, TT NUHMV STRUT. NSW YORK

»37
69·. 03
« "9

Geo. II. Record
E»l Rachelder,.»Peter Godbut
Wlllard Smith
David Chrletv

vs.

TNI eCMTAUM

-Il'
»

Alfred J.
Tomaso Derilitto,

vs.

λ

jjjjf
joei
10 se

Ray Cunningham,

State

«

β

Richard Adam
Thos.
Sanfonl John»on,

BEFORE

In Use For Over 30 Years.

*

Clementine Logl
JohnCurran
Liquor, 67 cases,

Intox.
Intox.
Intox.
Intox.
Intox.
Intox.
Intox.

Tie Kind You Hare Always Bought

»

Thos. Cremer
Thos. Cremer
Thos. Shehan,
Wm. Noonan
James Ε. Dickson
Thos. Plummer et al
Stolen Property
Win Held Dugley

vs.

Signature of

oj
J·'

Conny Drlscoll,
Chas.
John OldOeld,
Geo. Simpson

State

Bears the

ALWAYS

7JJ

George Gllmet,

FALLS

CASTORIA

GENUINE

7
717
6

Thos. Couners
JohnCurran,

5

It cures Diarrhoea and Wind

Feverishness.

11"

John Bllev
Patrick Nolan,

Liquor,

allays

Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep*
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend·

7 }7

Wllfonl Ford,
Peter Thibodeau,
Fred Richardson,
Demas Fournier

State

Ά

They never gripe or sicken, but cleanse
strengthen the stomach, liver and

and

3<j

BEFORE ROHFORD

a

goric» Drops and Soothing Syrups.

BBFOBB BUMFOBD FALLS MUNICIPAL COUBT,
O. WILLARD JOHNSON, JUDOB.
M74
vs. Liquor, 65 cases
τ «»
Jonn Campbell,
800
Hike Haggarty,
Charles Tracy
f;e'
9o0
Mike Ward
8 91
Alphonee Collins
02
Antony Slmonskl,
J·«
Donovan
««
Charles White,

State

BEFORE LLEWELLTN

and

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is Pleasant. It
other Narcotic
nor
contains neither Opium, Morphine
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
Castoria is

BEFORE MANDERVILLE HOLM AN, TRIAL JUBTICE,
DIXFIELD.

that it

"What," asked the innocent youth, "is
a bachelor girl?"
"A bachelor girl," answered the knowing person, "is a spinster man's sister."

What is CASTORIA

TREASURER'S OFFICE,
South l'art·, Haine, Jan. 20, 1906.
The following list containing the aggregate

$10,000,000.

la Vie For Over 80 Tears.
The Kind Tea Bave Always Sought

Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

STATE OF maihe.

State

I m partant to Mother·.
awfully ιτιητ bottl· of CASTORIA,
safe and son remedy for infants and children,

sad

Experiments

Comrrr of oxfobd.
COUNTr

Papa—No, I shall not allow Gwendoline to marry young Skadds.
Mamma—But why not?
Papa—Suicide is hereditary in his
is

■

Atwood'e Bitter» in the house.

BEFOBB JOHN I.. HOWADD, TRIAL
KIDLON VILLE.

blind, bleeding, itching and p^ptruding
Piles. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

so

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought» and which has been
in nee for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made nnder his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive yon in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and " Just-as-good" are but
that trifle with and endanger the health of

amount of costs allowed In each criminal case an
audited and allowed by the County Commissionere' Court anil specifying the court or magistrate
allowed the same and before whom the case
originated 1· published In compliance with the
provisions of Section 18 of Chapter 187 of the
Revised Statutes of the State of Maine.

ordered.

family.
Mamma—But

Castor ι A

Dear Sire:—

loyal

|

|

FILL OUT. CUT OFF AND .HAIL TO US.

On:» <hiy the giraffe aud the elephant
river
met on -.1 plain by the side of tbe

One Minute Cough Cure contains not
an atom of any harmful drug, and it has
been curing coughs, colds, croup and
whooping cough so loeg that it has
proven itself to be a tried and true friend
to the many who use it. No need to fear
of your child choking from croup with
Manners After Marriage.
Cure handy. Sold
To bring out the best points in one's One Minute Cough
& Co.
husband or wife, to make a loyal effort by F. A. Shurtleff
to elevate him or her in the estimation
Mies Tartifh—"Mrs. Upmore has a
of one'e friends or the world at large, is
dislike for me.1'
one of the finest acts of good breeding, strange
Miss Jellera—"Tes; and she has only
and should be carefully fostered in marwith you—
ried life if it has not already a sponta- the slightest Acquaintance
that's what makes It seem so strange."
The wife should be

Je Women."
NOTICE.
No. 11.—Framed Word Square:
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she I
has liecn duly appointed executrix of the last

NOTICE.

L. M. TUFTS,

I Awe, thaw, rye, tea.
No. 10.—Names of Famous Books:
L "Scarlet Letter." 2. "Marble Faun."
3. "Uncle Tom's Cabin." 4. "Our Mutual Friend." S. "Mill on the Floss."
β. "A Christmas Carol." 7. "Mosses
From an Old Manse." 8. "A Tale of
two Cities." 9. "Little Men." 10. "Llt-

will and testament of
ELIZA R. SMITH, late of Dlxlleld.
In the Couuty of Oxford, deceased, and given
AU persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
for settleare desired to present the same
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make pavment Immediate!*·
JULIA B. KIDDER.
Feb. 13th, 1906.

nor

natives almost never eat meat, and also
narrow-minded
no
that they have
prejudices against large abdomens. No
one who bas ever lived or even traveled
in hot countries can ever forget the appearance of dusky humans provided
with a "banana stomach"! Here at the
north, where we eat a great deal of
highly nourishing food, it is probably
true that many people cannot digest this
fruit. Let such try the banana cooked,
and as a substitute for meat. Some of
these cold winter mornings give your
family baked or fried bananas instead of
eggs or chops. To bake the banana
treat it just as you would a potato. Put
it into the oven and bake it. Eat it out
of the skin with a spoon. Some people
like a little salt on it, some prefer sugar.
To fry the fruit cut it lengthwise and
fry as you would sweet potatoes. Either
way, serve very hot.

Picture Frames

The subscriber hereby gives notice that «he
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
AMOS F. MASON, late of Porter.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, anil given
All persons having
bonds its the law directs.
dem »nds against the estate of aald deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
Μ Λ RY S. MASON.
Keb. Utli. 1906.

NOT SO BADLY MADE
AFTER ALL

As Necessary as Tea
for the Family

patient

Coaaadremi Aaintred.
Why Is the letter C like a generous
fairy? Because It makes ash cash.
NOTICE.
Why Is bad French like a broken
In the District Court of the United States for the |
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
pitcher? Because It Is a Jargon (Jar
In the matter of
)
gone).
CHARLES H. MORRISON. J In Bankruptcy
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
What Is the difference between a
To the creditor» of Charles H. Morrison In the | girl and a potato? Tbe one wears a
County of Oxford αη·Ι district aforesaid :
otber a Jacket
Notice Is hereby given that on the 13th dav of gown and tbe
will be at Elm House, Norway,
Jan
A. D. I'JOH, the said Charles II. Morrison
man do most men admire?
What
the
Tuesday, Aug. 1st, and ist Tuesday was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
held at the Wo-man.
Office lln<t meeting of his creditors will be
of each following month.
the 7th
Court House In South Tarts, on
When are ladies cut to pieces? When
hours, 10:30 A. M. to 4 p. M.
day of March, A. D. IMS, at 10 o'clock
at which time the aald they are better halves.
In the forenoon,
Examined
free.
Eyes
creditors
«tend, prove their claims,
may
appolut a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
Key to the Puller.
and transact such other business as may
properly come before said meeting.
Να 8.—Auagrams: 1. Friend, red, fln.
South Parle, Feb 14.1906.
WALTER L. «RAY,
2. Finder, in. Fred. 8. Handsome,
Referee In Bankru lev.
hand some, sand home.
No. 0.—A Word Puzzle: Authority.
NOTICE.
MARKET SQUARE,

Por

Polk·

Heroine—Principal female character
Otherwise
in
burglary story.
any
with "plucky woman."
synonymous
Prominent Clubman—Any bachelor
leasing apartments at $30 a month and
upwaras. Also members of the Paul
Kelley and Timothy D. Sullivan Asso- I
ciations who happen to be arrested while "I GCE88 WE WEBB HOT HADE BO BADLY."
wearing dress suits.
like leather, all wrinkled and ugly,
Fatally Injured—See "Not expected to without huving to bave a tall put ou
recover," above.
front end as well ad my rear."
Fashionable Apartment House—Any my
"I don't see," cried the elephant
elevator.
has
an
which
dwelling
Toddle—Verb applied to the walk of switching Ills proboscis angrily, "why
See under "tot" for correct they erer made us such frights."
a tiny tot.
But Just then it was dinner time, and
usage.
Well Dressed—Phrase always applied both were brugry.
to a woman who, when arrested, is comMr. Giraffe reached gracefully up
paratively clean. Must be used in a with bis long neck nnd took a mouthful
story about a prominent clubman, q. v. of sweet paim fards.
above.
"Couldn't have done that without
Snug Sum—Money.
rour
neck," said Mr. Elephant.
dollars.
Crisp Five Dollar Bill—Five
down and got a
Cosey—Adjective always applied to Then he reached
home to which the remains are taken.
good wisp of rich grass and put it into
Wus—Synonymous with "was," but his llttJe mouth.
indicates dialect.
"Cooldn't have done that without
Fashion Hints.
Hurled—Motion of passengers, cars four trunk," said the giraffe.
new
the
and
are
not expensive
Pretty
and cabs at the time of the accident.
"True." said the elephant. "I guese
finger strap purses of ehining leather
Faint—Γourse taken by all the women
we weren't made so badly after all.**—
with gilt monograms on the side.
within six blocks of the accident.
Detroit Journal.
Beautiful novelties are shown among
Scream—See "faint" above.
the new fans, and as for size, it would
Wild Panic—Inevitable result of the
seem that anything goes, from little to
Ulltiiu'ii Ιΐαι ΙηΙ Place.
accident.
big.
Dash—Gait of the crowd at the time
When Milton dial on Xjv. 8, 1074,
in
The English walking hat is coming
of the accident. "Rush" is synonymous. ae was buried iu St. Gllej, C'rlppleagain, and is counted an exceptionally "Run" is not good usage.
ga.e, says the London Ta tier, though
with
tailored
to
wear
severe
good style
n—Damn.
D
his remains were distributed in 1ÏW),
suits.
to
Heir—Child having 9300 coming
It is mid, and it is not quite certain
Pretty and economical slips to wear him from a life insurance policy.
Earlier
under the lingerie blouses are those of
now where he actually lies.
Out—What shots always do.
Ring
silkoline, which come in any color and
Hurtle—Verb used of motion of any still the uncertainty see:;n to have exlook like silk.
falling object, especially a brick or a its'.'d, for Aulircy quaintly tolls us:
There's
always something new in suicide.
"III < ; tone is ilow removed; about two
stockingR, and the latest are plain black
ilavoc
UrUlHl WUIU IU UW Ml muni· ouj'
.- 'M
(now 1 :JS11 the two steppes
ye..re
with little bunches of brilliant.
where.
to the coj:ii.union table were raysed.
High—Adjective which must be pre- I gbe.-se .Jo Spce·' :'nd lie lie together."
Useful to Know.
fixed to noun "noon"in the account of
Still, even at t!îe risk of g.;::li>g at
of
a
from
bowl
To inhale steam
boiling a fashionable wedding.
by mistake,
water is very good for a sore throat.
Trust—Any money not owned by the "Jo Spcc'dV" resting place
The sufferer should lean over the steam,
St. Giles slouln be visite»! today, for
proprietor.
drawing it in both throat and nostrils.
Slay—Synonymous with obsolete verb the whale t.elgii bar hood «peaks of MilAdda little washing soda to the boil- "kill."
It v.-iu quite near, in lîartholo*
ton.
is always done with the mew elo<e. that lie lay h! 1 after the
ing water in which greasy dishes are
Juggle—What
washed, and they never will have a funds of a bank or trust company.
restoration till lie v/aa pardoned ; quito
streakv appearance.
Ironmaster—See Andrew Carnegie.
in Akietvgite street, that ho
To remove staine from table linen, use
Bandit—Person guilty of any crime near,
took the "p etty Garden house at the
borax when washing, and do not boil the
is
the
which
for
penalty
against property
end of an entry." that suite:! his
linen, but bleach out the stains in the more than ten days in jail.
Wet the spots occasionally with a
sun.
studies. I ell.g "tl:e quietest street in
weak solution of borax.
Don't deceive yourself. If you have London"—excellent for the slu'ies no
Old photograph plates make excellent indigestion take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. douLt, but pe. baps the re.:-on for tho
The It will relieve you. Rev. W. E. Hocutt,
presses for flowers and leaves.
flight of lii: frivolous young wife.—
edges of two plates may be fastened to- South Mills, N. C.. says: "I was troubled
London Chronicle.
gether with passepartout binding, and with chronic indigestion for several
the specimens between the plates will years; whatever I ate seemed to cause
Λ Home'* Ifiuida unil Feet.
retain their coloring perfectly, the ad- heartburn, sour stomach, fluttering of
The horse never puts his heel on the
vantage being that both sides of the my heart, and general depression of
flower or leaf are exposed to the col- mind and body. Mv druggist recom- ground, nor even the ball of Ills foot.
I
lector.
mende Kodol, and it has relieved me.
He stands up on the very tips of his
It is often difficult to think of hot can now eat anything and sleep soundly toes, and this is, in part, the reason
or
eat.
what
for
children
dishes suitable
at night." Kodol digests
you
young
why he can trot so fast. Dobbin's heels
very delicate adults who are restricted to F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
what
are half way up his hind legs, and
from
a
As
at
a light diet
night.
change
"I first met my wife on a trolley car," we call his knees are really his wrists.
mushes and gruels try Panada. Break a
The part corresponding to the upper
couple of stale rolls into a saucepan. he said.
"What awfully funny looking people arm is short and is so embedded In the
Pour in sufficient water to cover the
don't we?" muscles of the shoulder that the elbow
bread, let it boil for five minutes, stir- we do meet on trolley cars,
she replied, absent-mindedly.
hat
of
a
Add
half
well.
salt,
teaspoonful
comes next the body, but the horse
ring
and a large spoonful of butter. Take
one digit to each limb, and tin
only
Cream
to
now
a
note
Make
Ely's
get
from the fire and just before serving add
small
troubled with nasal ca- wrist bones are comparatively
the yolk of an egg beaten light. Serve Balm if you are
then, is the
so called ankle,
The
It
bead.
the
in
or
cold
fever
in a heated bowl. The Panada may be tarrh, hay
to the sensi- knuckle, where the digit joins the hand
made with milk, but is more digestible is purifying and soothing
the air pass- or the foot, and the "foot" Is only η
line
that
membranes
tive
made with water.
It is made to cure the disease, single thick finger or toe, with a great
Spirits of camphor will take white ages.
not to fool the
by a short, de- nail for a hoof. The lower half of tht
spots from varnished wood.
is no cocaine nor
Bananas are a fruit which is alternate- ceptive relief. There
horse's foreleg Is really α gigantic
in it. Do not be talked into
ly lauded to the skies as being the most mercurya substitute for Ely's Cream hand, with only the middle linger and
of the middle of the palm
nourishing of natural foods or condemn- taking
sell it. Price 50 a piece out
ed as being the most starchy and indi- Balm. All druggists
while the corresponding part of hit
56
Warren
Mailed
Broa.,
cents.
Ely
by
gestible of vegetables. As usual, there
hind leg is a big. single toed foot.—St
is much to be said ou both sides. The Street, New York.
Nicholas.
feed
natives of the tropics undeniably
Bellerby—I had my voice tried yestermainly on the banana and grow fat and
the
believe
don't
Mies
Tabasco—I
sleek on this fare. On the other band, day.
was oat very long.
it must be remembered that these same jury

WESTERN ASSURANCE CO.,
Of Toronto, Cimada.

odd patterns and clean

out

or tub

—

Carpets

Wool

STATE* ElfΤ

AS.\r.U

OFTI1C.

Pretty Girl—Any unmarried human

Dr. Hollander made the following
among other remarks: "Woman seeks
happiness in the gratification rather of
her feelings than of her intellect." "A
woman's nature longs for oompanionship.
She must have some one to talk to."
"Love does not fill a man's nature as it
doe· a woman's. It is only in his leisure
hours that he devotee himself to the girl
or woman of bis choice."
"Women, as
Men
a rule, are good conversationalists.
will talk if you give them a subject.
nothWomen can talk for hours upon
ing." "Vanity is greater in woman, conceit greater in man." "A woman is sel"In
dom generous to her enemies."
times of trouble no amount of work can
make a woman ill." "Man loves power,
A man rewoman loves admiration.
spects, a woman adores." "A man in
love is in a hurry. He rushes through
all the stages of emotion as if he wanted
to have done with them. Woman wants
to linger on each step."
"The man who
is really in love will glory in submitting
to the commands of too woman he loves,
and will be as patient as a big dog with
children." "Man may take the lead,
but it is the woman who guides."
"Woman is not inferior to man. She is
only dissimilar, and a sensible woman
has no desire to be like man, for the
more she resembles him the less is her
charm for him and her power over him."

»uJ U«ir

Write f*r fr«« bockUt

Little

(New Tork San.)

edaoation and she exoited her power·
the utmost she could equal and even excel man. The smaller size of women's
brains merely meant that they had less
force, less energy and less animal passion than men. The danger was that
women ehould starve their hearts by
nourishing their intellects too much, and
so become incapable of love.
Marriage
and domesticity would always be to moat
women their chief hope and aim in life.
But the women whom men wanted for
wives were restful, happy women, and
the overcultured woman was neither

île. 14.—Seas Title.

h the

uJft.US.

PHBABKB

Au Animal 5tory

Society Matron—Any married
ity and Character," to the Ethnological from a bartender's wife np through the Nile.
Society in London recently. Although social grade, who get· Into the news.
"I agree with.you," eaiil the giraffe
women's brains were smaller than men's,
with "prêt·
Girl—Synonymous
Society
"We were made to be perfect
hotly.
that did not, said Dr. Hollander, make
ty girl." See above.
sights. YBJiy, in the name of goodneea,
inferior to men in intellect.
women
to
any
Exoluslve—Adjective applied
better IjjkinpV 1
When her intellect was developed by club or social organization which ex- were wo not made
for tbe l'fe of me see. Look at
to

4. An "or" that 1b a mask.

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR
Wc.

AND

BUNS ACROSS

Dr. Bernard Hollander, the eminent female lees than 85 year· old who gets
Mia· ·« "Or."
brain and nerve specialist, read a paper into the new·.
fairneaa.
An "or" that ii
on "Woman—Her Brain, Mental Capacwoman

1. Au "or" that le a large bird.
2. An "or" that take· a prisoner.
& An "or" that leave· a will.

symptoms otwonnsaredisturbedhealth,deranged
J»»a«h
stomach, furred tongue, variable appetite and
bowels, iuci eaacd thirst, itchinguf nostrils, indolence, malaria, irritability,disturbed sleep, tcriudia^ of teeth, slow fever and often in children, convulsions-

frfc·»·.,

WOBDB

Or

THAT ONK

Woman'· Brain.

the cause of numerous little iVngs that go
wrung with children. When tl cy are sick you
rarely think their sickness is caused by woraUk
They are rarely tr rated /or twruts. Yet worms are
the causc either directly or iudirectiy of overseer
cent, of the aunientsof children. They are also
frequent cause of illuess in adults. The familiar

Mdt;tU4nlm

MEANING

j

He. IS—Λ

are

ι

Yellow Newspaper Oloeaary.

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

JUSTICE,
5 04

|

BEFORE EDWABD P. FAUNCB, TBIAL JUSTICE,
This is the universal verdict of
OXFORD.
Every woman enjoys wen ring α Silk
the many thousands who use DeWitt's
vs. Charles Gammon,
State
16 551
usualLittle Early Risers. These famous little Petticoat. The exorbitant prices
BABROWS, TBIAL JUSTICE
ills relieve headache,
constipation, ly charged, however, prevent those In BEFOBE BONBLLO A.CANTON.
iliousness, jaundice, torpid liver, sallow medium circumstances from Indulging State vs. Frank E.
17 511
Potter,
complexion, etc. Try Little Early Risers. In the use of them. The MACY methGEORGE M. AT WOOD,
F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
Treasurer of Oxford County.
ods permit producing a Skirt at $3.79
She—Do yon have any trouble keeping which will give as good satisfaction as
servant? He—No, I'm married to
J. WALDO NASH,
any $15.00 Skirt ever sold.
er.

bowels.

Ε

Îour

Good looks bring happiness. Friends
when we meet them
smiling face, bright eyes
sparkling with health, which comes by
taking Holllster's Rocky Mountain Tea.
35 cento. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
oare more for us
with a clean,

always find
"Charlotte, yon
"To me
an indulgent husband."
will

yourself?"

me
or

The Skirt we o(Ter is made of fine

quality

black

taffeta

silk, with deep

accordéon plaited flounce, finished with
piuked ruche trimmed ruffle; extra duet

ruffle; full width and well made; price
$3.79.

MASONI0 BLOCK,
Γai «phone OonnMtion.

We will promptly and cheerfully re-

fund your money upon return of the
Skirt if It Is not In every way stlsfac-

A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILE8.
tory to you. This Is our rule with all
Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
Piles. Druggists are authorised to re- goods purchased from us.
fund money If Paso Ointment falls to
sure In β to 14 days. 60 cento.

Licensed Taxidermist,

Our 500 page Spring and Summer catalogue, an encyclopedia of New York fashand household supplies, will be ready
March.
Sent free on request.
Write
for It now. Make use of the low prices
and save money. Address Room 201.

Buster—What did yon do to get jour Ion
In
talary raised? Brown—I worked.

Have you been betrayed by promises
ieve that fullness, belching, gaaon stomkch, and all other symptoms of indlgee- Included "dear starching and fine Iron- )f quacks, swallowed pills ana bottled
medicine without results except a
ion. Kodol digests what yon eat, and Ing."
lamaged stomach? To those we offer
inables the stomach and digestive organs
85
Lao· if Ironed while wet will not need Solllator's Rooky Mountain Tea.
ο parfera their fnaetiou naturally.
» BROADWAY,
NBto. V. A. ShnrtUe A Oo.
to be stiffened with itaroh or gun.
Γ. A/Shartlae * Oo.

R. H. MACY « CO.,

NORWAY,

The nickel rails in the

j

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put

Wanted.
PEELED PULPWOOD.
Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
Poplar delivered at

on

ind

My station.

Ε. H. PIKE,

NSW YORK WEST

PARIS,

MAINE.

without bolts

50 cts.D0WB,Bd 50 cts.. w..K .<
*

#

Variety 8tora, Norway.
4

■

